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ABSTRACT 
The Verification of MDG Algorithms in the HOL Theorem Prover 
Sa'ed Rasmi H. Abed, Ph. D. 
Concordia University, 2008 
Formal verification of digital systems is achieved, today, using one of two main 
approaches: states exploration (mainly model checking and equivalence checking) 
or deductive reasoning (theorem proving). Indeed, the combination of the two ap-
proaches, states exploration and deductive reasoning promises to overcome the limi-
tation and to enhance the capabilities of each. Our research is motivated by this goal. 
In this thesis, we provide the entire necessary infrastructure (data structure + algo-
rithms) to define high level states exploration in the HOL theorem prover named as 
MDG-HOL platform. While related work has tackled the same problem by represent-
ing primitive Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) operations as inference rules added to 
the core of the theorem prover, we have based our approach on the Multiway Decision 
Graphs (MDGs). MDG generalizes ROBDD to represent and manipulate a subset of 
first-order logic formulae. With MDGs, a data value is represented by a single variable 
of an abstract type and operations on data are represented in terms of uninterpreted 
function. Considering MDGs instead of BDDs will raise the abstraction level of what 
can be verified using a state exploration within a theorem prover. The MDGs em-
bedding is based on the logical formulation of an MDG as a Directed Formulae (DF). 
The DF syntax is defined as HOL built-in data types. We formalize the basic MDG 
operations using this syntax within HOL following a deep embedding approach. Such 
approach ensures the consistency of our embedding. Then, we derive the correctness 
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proof for each MDG basic operator. 
Based on this platform, the MDG reachability analysis is defined in HOL as 
a conversion that uses the MDG theory within HOL. Then, we demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our platform by considering four case studies. Our obtained results 
show that this verification framework offers a considerable gain in terms of automa-
tion without sacrificing CPU time and memory usage compared to automatic model 
checker tools. 
Finally, we propose a reduction technique to improve MDGs model checking 
based on the MDG-HOL platform. The idea is to prune the transition relation of 
the circuits using pre-proved theorems and lemmas from the specification given at 
system level. We also use the consistency of the specifications to verify if the reduced 
model is faithful to the original one. We provide two case studies, the first one is the 
reduction using SAT-MDG of an Island Tunnel Controller and the second one is the 
MDG-HOL assume-guarantee reduction of the Look-Aside Interface. The obtained 
results of our approach offers a considerable gain in terms of heuristics and reduction 
techniques correctness as to commercial model checking; however a small penalty is 
paid in terms of CPU time and memory usage. 
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With the increasing complexity of the design of digital systems and the size of the 
circuits in VLSI technology, the role of design verification has gained a lot of impor-
tance. Serious design errors and bugs take a lot of time and effort to be detected and 
corrected especially when they are discovered late in the verification process. This 
will increase the total cost of the chip. In order to overcome these limitations, formal 
verification techniques arose as a complement to simulation for detecting errors as 
early as possible, thus ensuring the correctness of the design. 
Formal techniques are the application of applied mathematics in order to prove 
that the design implementation satisfies its specifications, and entail reasoning in some 
formal logic. In general, formal verification of digital systems is achieved, today, using 
one of two main approaches: states exploration [49] (mainly model checking and 
equivalence checking) or deductive reasoning (theorem proving). It is accepted that 
both approaches have complementary strengths and weaknesses. 
State exploration approaches use states space traversal algorithms on finite-state 
models to check if the implementation satisfies its specification. They are focused 
mostly on automatic decision procedures for solving the verification problem. In case 
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the verification fails, the user can track with the counter example produced as to why 
it failed. 
Model checking is an automatic approach for verifying finite-state systems and 
mainly used in hardware and protocol verification. The circuit is described as a state 
machine with a transition to describe the circuit behavior. The specifications are de-
scribed as properties that the machine should satisfy. Furthermore, they can produce 
a counterexample when the property does not hold, which can be very important 
for correcting the corresponding error in the implementation under verification or in 
the specification itself. Traditionally, model checkers used explicit representations of 
the state transition graph, for all but the smallest state machines. However, model 
checking suffers from the state explosion problem [19]: the number of the explored 
states grows exponentially in the size of the system description. 
Equivalence checking is used to prove functional equivalence of two design rep-
resentation modeled at the same or different levels of abstraction. It can be divided 
into combinational equivalence checking and sequential equivalence checking. Com-
binational equivalence checking is based on the canonical representations of Boolean 
functions or Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs). Equivalence checking verifies for all 
input sequences that an implementation has the same outputs as the specification, 
both modeled as Finite State Machines (FSM). Sequential equivalence checking is 
used to verify the equivalence between two sequential designs at each state. Sequen-
tial equivalence checking consider only the behavior of two designs while ignoring 
their implementation details such as register mapping. It can verify the equivalence 
between Register Transfer Level (RTL) and netlist or RTL and the behavioral model 
which is very important in design verification. The disadvantage of sequential equiva-
lence checking is that it cannot handle large design because it enumerates state space 
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explosion problem very fast. 
In deductive reasoning approach, the correctness of a design is formulated as 
a theorem in a mathematical logic and the proof is checked using a general-purpose 
theorem-prover. Based on first-order and high-order logic, these theorem provers are 
known for their abilities to express relationships over unbounded data structures. 
Therefore, theorem proving tools are not sensitive to the state explosion problem 
when used to reason formally about such data and relationships. Unfortunately, if the 
property fails to hold, deductive methods do not give a counterexample. Furthermore, 
this frequent situation requires skilled manual guidance for verification and human 
insight for debugging. Yet theorem provers, today, provide feedback, but only expert 
user can track the proof trace and determine whether the fault lies within the system, 
the property being verified, or within the failed proof tactic. 
There has been a great deal of work over the past decade to combine the two 
approaches to gain the strengths of both, and alleviate the weaknesses. Successful 
combinations of this kind have been achieved in [2, 44, 46, 48, 57, 75, 78]. The 
strengths and weaknesses of model checking and deductive theorem proving, as dis-
cussed above, are summarized in Table 1.1. 






















The combination of the two approaches can be performed either by adding a 
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layer of deduction theorems and rules on top of the model checking tool (hybrid ap-
proach) or by embedding model checking algorithms inside theorem provers (deep 
embedding approach). Our research is motivated by using the deep embedding ap-
proach to blend the best of model checker and theorem prover. 
The structure of the rest of this chapter is as follows: In Section 1.1, we briefly 
introduce the formal verification techniques. Section 1.2 surveys the literature and 
presents the related work. An overview of the research and the contribution of this 
thesis is explained in Sections 1.3 and 1.4, respectively. Finally, the outline of the 
thesis is presented in Section 1.5. 
1.1 Formal Verification Techniques 
Formal verification problem consists of mathematically establishing that an implemen-
tation behaves according to a given set of requirements or specification. To classify 
the various approaches, we first look at the three main aspects of the verification 
process: the system under investigation (implementation), the set of requirements to 
obey (specification) and the formal verification tool to verify the process (relationship 
between implementation and specification). 
The implementation refers to the description of the design that is to be verified. 
It can be described at different levels of abstraction which results in different veri-
fication methods. Another important issue with the implementation is the class of 
the system or circuit to be verified, i.e., whether it is combinational/sequential, syn-
chronous/asynchronous, pipelined or parameterized hardware. These variations may 
require different approaches. The specification refers to the property with respect to 
which the correctness is to be determined. In practice, one needs to model both the 
implementation and the specification in the tool, and then uses one of the formal 
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verification algorithms of the tool to check the correctness of the system or in some 
cases give a trace of error (counter-example). 
Formal techniques have long been developed within the computing research com-
munity as they provide sound mathematical foundation for the specification, imple-
mentation and verification of computer system. Thus, formal verification is proposed 
as a method to help certify hardware and software, and consequently, to increase con-
fidence in new designs. A correctness proof cannot guarantee that the real device will 
never malfunction; the design of the device may be proved correct, but the hardware 
actually built can still behave in a way unintended by the designer. Wrong specifica-
tion can play a major rule in this, because it has been verified that the system will 
function as specified, but it has not been verified that it will work correctly. Defects 
in physical fabrication can cause this problem too. In formal verification a model of 
the design is verified, not the real physical implementation. Therefore, a fault in the 
modeling process can give false negatives (errors in the design which do not exist). 
Although sometimes, the fault covers some real errors. 
Formal verification approaches can be generally divided into two main categories: 
theorem proving methods and state exploration methods such as model checkers as 
described in the following subsections. 
1.1.1 Theorem Proving 
Theorem proving is an approach where the specification and the implementation are 
usually expressed in first-order or higher-order logic. Their relationship is formed as 
a theorem to be proved within the logic system. This logic is a set of axioms and a 
set of inference rules. Steps in the proof appeal to the axioms and rules, and possibly 
derived definitions and intermediate lemmas. The axioms are usually "elementary" 
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in the sense that they capture the basic properties of the logic's operators [32]. 
Theorem proving utilizes the proof inference technique. The problem itself is 
transformed into a sequent, a working representation for the theorem proving problem. 
Then a sequent holds if the formula / holds in any model: 
A proof system is collection of inference rules of the form: 
Pi... Pn (name) -^ 
where C is a conclusion sequent, and P /s are premisses sequents. The meaning of 
an inference rule is, if all the premisses are derivable, then the conclusion is guaranteed 
to hold. Some inference rules may have no premisses, in which case their conclusion 
automatically holds. Such rules are also called axioms, and they are the only means 
to complete the proof derivation. 
Traditionally, the logic used in theorem proving is the classical First- or Higher-
Order logic (FOL and HOL respectively). Some other kinds of logics are also used, 
but since all of them can be expressed in the higher-order logic, the latter is used 
much more often as a general property language. 
Theorem proving methods have been in use in hardware and software verifi-
cation for a number of years in various research projects. Some of the well-known 
theorem provers are HOL (Higher-Order Logic), ISABELLE, PVS (Prototype Verifi-
cation System), Coq and ACL2 [23, 36, 42, 47, 66]. These systems are distinguished 
by, among other aspects, the underlying mathematical logic, the way automatic deci-
sion procedures are integrated into the system, and the user interface. Even though 
they are powerful, they require expertise in using a theorem prover. User is expected 
to know the whole design leading to a white box verification approach. It is not fully 
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automated and requires a large amount of time to verify the system. Another short-
coming is the inability to produce counter-examples in the event of a failed proof, 
because the user does not know whether the required property is not derivable or 
whether the person conducting the derivation is not ingenious enough. The advan-
tage of the deductive verification approach is that it can handle very complex systems 
because the logics of theorem provers are more expressive. In the next chapter, we 
will overview the HOL theorem proving system, which we intend to use in this thesis. 
1.1.2 Model Checking 
Model checking is a state exploration based verification technique developed in the 
1980s by Clarke and Emerson [19] and independently by Quielle and Sifakis [68]. In 
model checking, a state of the system under consideration is a snapshot of the system 
at certain time, given by the set of the variables values of that system at that time. 
The system is then modeled as a set of states together with a set of transitions between 
states that describe how the system moves from one state to another in response to 
internal or external stimulus. Model checking tools are then used to verify that desired 
properties (expressed in some temporal logic) hold in the system. 
Model checker has two important advantages. First, once the correct design of 
the system and the required properties has been fed in, the verification process is fully 
automatic. Second, in the event of a property not holding, the verification process 
is able to produce a counter-example (i.e. an instance of the behavior of the system 
that violates the property) which is extremely useful in helping the human designers 
pinpoint and fix the flaw. On the other hand, model checkers are unable to handle 
very large designs due to the state space explosion problem [19]. Another drawback is 
the problematic description of specifications as properties, this description sometimes 
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may not give full system coverage. 
Model checkers such as SPIN [40], COSPAN [51], SMV [54], and MDG [88] take 
as input, essentially, a finite-state system and temporal property in some variety or 
subset of Computation Tree Logic (CTL*), and automatically check that the system 
satisfies the property. Moreover, the model is often restricted to a finite-state tran-
sition system, for which finite-state model checking is known to be decidable. The 
design or model is formalized in terms of a state machine (Transition System), or a 
Kripke structure: 
M = (P, S, I, R, L) 
where M is a state machine (model) with a transition to describe the circuit behavior, 
P is a set of atomic propositions, S is a finite set of states, / C S is a set of initial 
states, R C SxS is a transition relation that must be total (i.e. for every s £ S there 
exists s' £ S such that (s' £ R)), and L : S —> 2P maps each state to the set of atomic 
propositions true in that state. The property </> is formalized as a logical formula that 
the machine should satisfy. The verification problem is stated as checking the formula 
(j) in the model M: 
M\=<f> 
If the model M is represented explicitly as a transition relation, then the size 
of the model is limited to the number of states that can be stored in the computer 
memory, which are a few million states with the current technology. To increase the 
size of the model, more efficient state representations can be used to manipulate these 
formulae using BDDs or SAT solving techniques. 
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Binary Decision Diagrams 
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [13] are data structures used as a compact repre-
sentation for the Boolean function which improves the capacity of the model checker. 
BDDs have several useful properties. Many common functions have small BDDs in 
addition to the fact that the BDDs are easy to manipulate. Also a function can be 
evaluated in linear time in the number of variables and also can be existentially or 
universally quantified (Boolean) variables in time quadratic in the size of the BDD. 
Moreover, the order in which the variables appear can be fixed and hence the BDD 
is a canonical representation for the Boolean function. 
BDDs are used to overcome the capacity limitation of the model checkers, differ-
ent representations of ROBDDs (Reduced Order Binary Decision Diagrams) [14] are 
used to manipulate the state transition relations as diagrams and this allows model 
checkers to verify larger systems. Still, most model checkers face the state space explo-
sion problems [19] even using Symbolic Model Checking. To be able to apply model 
checking to larger designs, state reduction techniques are used that exploit some fea-
tures of the model, the properties, or the problem domain to reduce the state space to 
a tractable size. Examples include partitioned transition relation, dynamic variable 
reordering, cone of influence reduction, abstraction, problem-specific techniques, e.g. 
when the original design is rewritten in a simpler way, omitting the irrelevant details, 
but preserving the important behavior for the property being verified. 
In this thesis, we intend to use the Multiway Decision Graphs (MDGs), a new 
class of decision graph. MDG was proposed as a solution to the state space explosion 
problem [21]. In MDGs based model checking approach, data signals are denoted 
by abstract variables, and data operators are represented by uninterpreted function 
symbols. As a result, a verification based on abstract-implicit-state-enumeration can 
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be carried out independently of datapath width, substantially lessening the state 
explosion problem. Table 1.2 shows the abstraction level of MDG corresponding to 
traditional methods. 
Table 1.2: Raising the Abstraction Level 
Conventional Method 
ROBDD [14] 
Finite State Machine (FSM) 
Implicit state enumeration 
CTL based model-checking 
Multiway Decision Graphs 
MDGs [21] 
Abstract State Machine (ASM) 
Abstract state implicit enumeration of ASM 
Based on first-order abstract CTL* 
SAT Based Methods 
An alternative for decision graphs is to represent the transition relation in CNF and 
use Satisfiability Checking (SAT) [26, 81] with several properties that make them 
attractive compared to BDDs. SAT solvers can decide satisfiability of very large 
Boolean formulae in reasonable time, but they are not canonical and require additional 
efforts to check for equivalence of formulas. As a result, various researchers have 
developed routines for performing Bounded Model Checking (BMC) [3, 11, 30] using 
SAT. The common theme is to convert the problem of interest into a SAT problem, 
by devising the appropriate propositional Boolean formula, and to utilize other non-
canonical representations of state sets. However, they all exploit the known ability of 
SAT solvers to find a single satisfying solution when it exists. Moreover, SAT solver 
technology has improved significantly in recent years with a number of sophisticated 
packages now available. Well known state-of-the-art SAT solvers include CHAFF [59], 
GRASP [52] and SATO [89]. Since state sets can be represented as Boolean formulae, 
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and since most model checking techniques manipulate state sets, SAT solvers have 
enormously boosted their speed and applicability. 
1.2 Related Work 
Model checking is automatic while theorem proving is not. On the other hand, theo-
rem proving can handle complex systems while model checking can not. Today, there 
exist a number of integration tools of theorem proving and model checking. The moti-
vation is to achieve the benefits of both tools and to make the verification simpler and 
more effective. In this section, we explore two approaches of linking proof systems to 
external automated verification tools. The approaches can be divided in two kinds: 
1. Hybrid approach: adding a layer of deduction theorems and rules on top of 
Decision Diagrams tool, i.e. combining theorem provers with other powerful 
model checking tool. 
2. Deep embedding approach: adding Decision Diagrams algorithms to theorem 
provers. 
We first review the most related work to every approach and then, we contrast between 
them according to their efficiency, complexity and feasibility. 
1.2.1 Hybrid Approach 
The hybrid approach implements a tool linking model checking and theorem proving. 
During the verification procedure, the user deals mainly with the theorem proving tool. 
Verification using hybrid approach proceeds as shown in Figure 1.1. The user starts 
by providing the theorem proving with the design (specification or implementation), 
the property and the goal to be proven. If the goal fits the required pattern, the 
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theorem proving tool generates the required model checking files (sub-goals). The 
latter are sent to the model checking tool for verification. If the property holds, a 











Figure 1.1: Theorem Proving and Model Checking Interface 
The linkage between both tools is carried out using scripting languages (trans-
lators) to be able to automatically verify small subgoals generated by the theorem 
prover from a large system. The disadvantage of this approach lies in achieving an 
efficient and correct translation from theorem prover logic to a model checker and 
from model checker to theorem prover (import the result or give a counter-example). 
Successful combinations of this kind have been achieved in [46, 48, 57, 75, 78]. 
Rajan et al. [74, 75] described an approach where a BDD-based model checker 
for the propositional /f-calculus has been used as a decision procedure within the 
framework of PVS. An extension of the //-calculus, which consists of Quantified 
Boolean Formulae (QFB), is defined using PVS higher-order logic. The temporal 
operators are then defined using the //-calculus. These temporal operators apply to 
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arbitrary state spaces. In the case where the state type is constructed in a heredi-
tarily finite manner, ^-calculus expressions are translated into input acceptable by a 
/^-calculus model checker. This model checker can then be used as a decision proce-
dure to prove certain subgoals. The model checker accepts the translated input from 
/i-calculus expression. The generated subgoals are verified by the model checker and 
the results are used in the proof process of PVS. 
Schneider et al. [46] used higher order hardware formulae to express the safety 
and liveness properties hierarchically. They proposed an approach of invoking model 
checking within HOL where properties are translated from HOL to temporal logic. A 
new class of higher-order formulae was presented, which allows a unified description of 
hardware structure and behavior at different levels of abstraction. Datapath oriented 
verification goals involving abstract data types can be expressed by these formula 
as well as control dominated verification goals with irregular structure. To ease the 
proofs of the goals in HOL, a translation procedure was presented which converts the 
goals into several Computational Tree Logic (CTL) model checking problems, which 
are then solved outside HOL. 
Schneider and Hoffmann [78] linked the SMV model checker to HOL using 
PROSPER. It provides an open proof architecture for the integration of different ver-
ification tools in a uniform higher-order logic environment. They embedded the linear 
time temporal logic (LTL) in HOL and translated LTL formulae into o;-Automata, 
a form that can be reasoned about within SMV. The translation is completely im-
plemented by means of HOL rules. HOL terms are exported to SMV through the 
PROSPER plug-in interface. On successful model checking, the results are returned 
to HOL and turned to theorems. This integration tool allows SMV to be used as a 
HOL decision procedure. The deep embedding of the SMV specification language in 
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HOL allows LTL specifications to be manipulated in HOL. 
In [67], Pisini and Tahar proposed a hybrid approach for formal hardware ver-
ification which uses the strengths of the HOL theorem prover and the advantages 
of the automated tool MDG which supports equivalence and model checking. They 
developed a linkage tool between HOL and MDG which uses the specification and im-
plementation of a circuit written in HOL to automatically generates all required MDG 
files. The implementation of the methodology is achieved by building a linkage tool 
using Moscow ML to translate from HOL to MDG. It then calls the MDG equivalence 
checking procedure and reports the MDG verification results back to HOL. 
The MDG-HOL system [48] is a hybrid system which links the HOL interactive 
proof system and the MDG automated hardware verification system. It supports a 
hierarchical verification approach and fits the use of MDG verification naturally within 
the HOL framework for a compositional hierarchical verification. The HOL system is 
used to manage the proof. The MDG system is called to verify the submodules of a 
design. When the MDG-HOL system is used to verify a design, the design is modeled 
as a hierarchy structure with modules divided into submodules. 
An extension of the above work was presented in [57] to link HOL and the MDG 
model checker. They described a hybrid tool that links the HOL theorem prover and 
the MDG model checker. For this purpose, they developed an interface which reads 
a HOL goal, generates the required MDG files, calls the MDG model checker, and 
generates the HOL theorem on successful verification. The interface between the two 
tools is implemented using ML. 
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1.2.2 Deep Embedding Approach 
In this approach, the emphasis is to establish a secure platform for new verification 
algorithms. The performance penalty will be compensated by the secure infrastruc-
ture. The approach implements a model checking inside a theorem proving tool. As 
shown in Figure 1.2, the design and the property are fed to the model checking to 
check if the property holds and create a theorem. Otherwise, the proof cannot be 
performed. 
Figure 1.2: Embedding Model Checking inside Theorem Proving Tool 
The result of the model checker is correct by construction, since both of the 
theory and the implementation are proved correct in the theorem prover. Thus a high 
assurance of soundness is guaranteed because more work is backed up by mechanized 
fully-expansive proof. The price for the extra proof and flexibility is in increased 
development effort. This approach differs from the hybrid approach in the way the 
verification is performed. In fact, we do not use an external checking tool, instead 
we deeply embed the model checker algorithms inside the theorem prover. Thus the 
criteria of correctness by construction, efficiency, flexibility and expressiveness can be 
met. Successful works have been achieved in [7, 34, 35, 37, 44, 56]. 
The " deep embedding" approach [69] introduce the model checker syntax as a 
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new higher order logic type and then define the operations and algorithms based on 
this syntax within the theorem prover. This contrasts within a "shallow embedding" 
where the syntax is not formally represented in the logic, only in the meta-language. 
In general, a deep embedding allows one to reason about the language itself rather 
than just the semantics of programs in the language. 
We consider two categories of related work: the first category regarding embed-
ding of model checking algorithms in theorem provers. The second category regarding 
correctness proof of the model checker algorithms. 
Embedding of Model Checking Algorithms in Theorem Provers 
Model checkers [54] are usually built on top of BDDs [13], or some other set of 
efficiently implemented algorithms for representing and manipulating Boolean for-
mulae. The closest work, in approach to our own is that of Joyce and Seger [79], 
Gordon [34, 35] and later Amjad [7]. 
Voss system [79], an implementation of Symbolic Trajectory Evaluation (STE), 
was implemented in a lazy Functional Language (FL). In [44] Voss was interfaced 
to HOL and the verification using a combination of deduction and STE was demon-
strated. The HOL-Voss system integrates HOL88 deduction with BDD computations. 
The BDD tools are programmed in FL as a built-in datatype. The assertion language 
of Voss was formalized in HOL and a HOL tactic, which can make an external calls 
to the Voss system, checks wether an assertion is true. Then the proved assertion 
was returned as a HOL theorem. The early experiments with HOL-Voss suggested 
that a lighter theorem prover component was sufficient, since all that was needed is 
a way to combine results obtained from STE. A system based on this idea, called 
Voss-ThmTac, was later developed by Aagaard et al. [2]; combination of the ThmTac 
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theorem prover with the Voss system. Then the development of HOL-Voss evolved 
into a new system called Forte [1]. More recently, with industrial take-up at Intel, 
Forte [55] has become one of the most mature formal verification environments based 
on tool integration. 
Gordon integrated the BDD based verification system BuDDy (BDD package 
implemented in C) into HOL by implementing BDD-based verification algorithms 
inside HOL, the embedding is built on top of provided primitives. The aim of using 
BuDDy is to get near the performance of C-based model checker, whilst remaining 
fully expansive, though with a radically extended set of inference rules [35]. 
In [37], Harrison implemented BDDs inside the HOL system without making 
use of external oracle. The BDD algorithms were used by a tautology-checker. How-
ever, the performance was about thousand times slower than with a BDD engine 
implemented in C. Harrison argued that by re-implementing some of HOL's primitive 
rules, the performance could be improved by around ten times. 
Amjad [7] demonstrated how BDD based symbolic model checking algorithms 
for the propositional n-calculus (L^) can be embedded in HOL theorem prover. This 
approach allows results returned from the model checker to be treated as theorems in 
HOL. By representing primitive BDD operations as inference rules added to the core 
of the theorem prover, the execution of a model checker for a given property is modeled 
as a formal derivation tree rooted at the required property. These inference rules are 
hooked to a high performance BDD engine [35] which is external to the theorem 
prover. Thus, the HOL logic is extended with these extra primitives. Empirical 
evidence suggests that the efficiency loss in this approach is within reasonable bounds. 
The approach still leaves results reliant on the soundness of the underlying BDD tools. 
A high assurance of soundness is obtained at the expenses of some efficiency. Thus 
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the security of the theorem prover is compromised only to the extent that the BDD 
engine or the BDD inference rules may be unsound. 
Our work, deals with embedding MDGs [21] rather than BDDs. In fact, while 
BDDs are widely used in state-exploration methods, they can only represent Boolean 
formulae. By contrast, MDGs represent a subset of first-order terms allowing the 
abstract representation of data and hence raising the level of abstraction. Another 
major difference is that it implements the related inference rules for BDD operators 
in the core of HOL as a plugged in code, whereas we implement the MDG operations 
inside HOL itself. 
Mhamdi and Tahar [56] follow a similar approach to the BuDDy work [35]. The 
work builds on the MDG-HOL [48] project, but uses a tightly integrated system with 
the MDG primitives written in ML rather than two tools communicating as in MDG-
HOL system. In their work, the syntax is partially embedded and the conditions for 
well-formedness must be respected by the user. By contrast, we provide a complete 
embedding of the MDG syntax and the conditions could be checked automatically in 
HOL. 
Correctness Proof of Model Checking Algorithms 
Verification of BDD algorithms has been a subject of active research using different 
proof assistants such that HOL, PVS, Coq, and ACL2 [23, 36, 42, 47]. A common 
goal of these papers is to extend the prover with a certified BDD package to enhance 
the BDD performance, while still inside a formal proof system. Moreover, there is a 
general consensus in the formal verification community that correctness proofs should 
be checked, partly or wholly, by computers. Some efforts have been made to verify 
model checkers and theorem provers. 
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In [71], the authors successfully carried out the verification task of the RAVEN 
model checker. RAVEN is a real-time model checker which uses time-extended finite 
state machines (interval structure) to represent the system and a timed version of 
CTL (CCTL) to describe its properties. The specification and the correctness proof 
were carried out using an interactive specification and verification system KIV. 
In [62], the author showed a mechanism of how certifying model checker can 
be constructed. The idea is that, a model checker can produce a deductive proof on 
either success or failure. The proof acts as a certificate of the result, since it can be 
checked independently. A certifying model checker thus provides a bridge from the 
model-theoretic to the proof-theoretic approach to verification. The author developed 
a deductive proof system for verifying branching time properties expressed in the //-
calculus, and showed it to be sound and relatively complete. Then, a proof generation 
in this system from a model checking run is presented. This is done by storing and 
analyzing sets of states that are generated by the fixpoint computations performed 
during model checking. 
Krstic and Matthews [50] provided a technique for proving correctness of high 
performance BDD packages. In their work, they adopted an abstraction method 
called monadic interpretation for verifying an abstraction of the BDD programs with 
the primitives specified axiomatically. The method is suitable for higher order logic 
theorem provers such as Isabelle/HOL. The monadic interpreter translates source 
programs of input type A and output type B into function of type A => MB in the 
target functional language, where the type constructors M is a suitable monad that 
encapsulate the notion of computation used by the source language to describe BDD 
programs. At this level, they modeled the BDD programs as a function in higher order 
logic in the style of monadic interpreters. Then the correctness proof was carried out 
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on the BDD abstract model. 
Wright [86] described an embedding of higher order proof theory within the logic 
of the HOL theorem proving system. Types, terms and inferences were represented as 
new types in the logic of the HOL system, and notions of proof and provability were 
defined. Using this formalization, it was possible to reason about the correctness of 
derived inference rules and about the relations between different notions of proofs: a 
Boolean term is provable if and only if there exists a proof for it. The formalization 
is also intended him to make it possible to reason about programs that handle proofs 
as their data (e.g., proof checker). 
Harrison [38] answered a question concerning the correctness of the theorem 
prover itself. The author verified formally that the abstract HOL logic is correct 
and that the OCaml code does correctly implement this logic. The verification is 
conducted with respect to a set-theoretic semantics within the HOL Light itself. 
The authors in [85] implemented and proved the correctness of BDD algorithms 
using Coq. One of their goals was to extract a certified algorithm manipulating BDDs 
in Caml (the implementation language of Coq). BDDs were represented as DAGs and 
maps were used to model a state of the memory in which all the BDDs are stored. 
The authors used reflection to prove a given property P applied to some term t where 
the program is described and proved in Coq. This means that writing a program ix 
that takes t as an input and returns true exactly when P(t) holds. Then, to show TX 
is correct with respect to P they needed to be sure that whenever ir(t) returns true 
P(t) holds and this is done inside the Coq proof assistant itself (i.e. the proof of P 
has been replaced by the computation of -K and reflect this by allowing the system to 
accept meta-level computation as actual proof). 
Another concept to prove the program correctness using Hoare logic as described 
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by Ortner and Schirmer [64]. The principle of this logic is to annotate the program 
with pre- and post-conditions and to observe the changes made by each statement 
of the program. Ortner and Schirmer modeled the graph structure of the BDD as a 
kind of heap and presented the verification of BDD normalization. They follow the 
original algorithm presented by Bryant in [13]: transforming an ordered BDD into a 
reduced, ordered and shared BDD. The work is based on Schirmer's research on the 
Verification Condition Generator (VCG) to generate the proof obligations for Hoare 
Logic. The proofs are carried out in the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL. 
Haiyan et al. [87] verified formally the linkage between a simplified version of 
MDG tool and the HOL theorem prover. The verification is based on the importing of 
MDG results to HOL theorems. Then, they combined translator correctness theorems 
with the linkage theorems in order to allow low level MDG verification results to be 
imported into HOL in terms of the semantics of MDG-HDL. The work was concerned 
with ways of increasing trust in the linked systems. 
Our work follows the verification of the Boolean manipulating package, but using 
MDG instead. We provided a complete formalization of the MDG logic and its well-
formedness conditions as DFs in HOL mechanically. Based on this infrastructure we 
formalized the basic MDG operations in HOL following a deep embedding approach 
and proved their correctness. Our work focuses more on how one can raise the level 
of assurance by embedding and proving formally the correctness of those operators in 
HOL to use them as an infrastructure for MDG model checker. 
1.3 Proposed Methodology 
The intention of our research is to provide a secure platform that combines an auto-
matic high level MDGs model checking tool within the HOL theorem prover. While 
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related work has tackled the same problem by representing primitive Binary Deci-
sion Diagrams (BDD) operations [13] as inference rules added to the core of the 
theorem prover [35], we have based our approach on the Multiway Decision Graphs 
(MDGs) [21]. MDG generalizes ROBDD to represent and manipulate a subset of 
first-order logic formulae which is more suitable for defining model checking inside 
a theorem prover. With MDGs, a data value is represented by a single variable of 
an abstract type and operations on data are represented in terms of uninterpreted 
functions. Considering MDG instead of BDD will rise the abstraction level of what 
can be verified using a state exploration within a theorem prover. Furthermore, an 
MDG structure in HOL allows better proof automation for larger datapaths systems. 
In this thesis, we provide the entire necessary infrastructure (data structure + 
algorithms) to define a high level state exploration in the HOL theorem prover named 
as MDG-HOL platform. 
MDG 
The MDG Syntax 
Directed Formulae & Well-formedness Conditions 
1 
M D G Opera t ions 
1 1 ' 1 ! 
Conjunction ReiP Disjunction PbyS 
' 
Correctness Proof 
for each operation 
• 
MDG Reachability Analysis 
Figure 1.3: Overview of the Embedding Methodology in HOL 
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Firstly, as shown in Figure 1.3, we define the MDG structure inside the HOL 
theorem prover to be able to construct and manipulate MDGs as formulae in HOL. 
This step implies a formal logic representation for the MDG Syntax. This representa-
tion is based on the Directed Formulae DF: an alternative vision for MDG in terms 
of logic and set theory [6]. Secondly, a HOL tactic is defined to check the satisfaction 
of the well-formedness conditions of any directed formula.This step is important to 
guarantee the canonical representation of the MDG as a DF. Then, the definition of 
each MDG operations is defined and a correctness proof is derived within HOL. 
Based on this platform, the MDG reachability analysis is defined in HOL as a 
conversion that uses the MDG theory within HOL.Then, we demonstrate the effective-
ness of our platform by considering four case studies.Our obtained results show that 
this verification framework offers a considerable gain in terms of automation without 
sacrificing CPU time and memory usage compared to automatic model checker tools. 
Finally, we propose a reduction technique to improve MDGs model checking 
based on the MDG-HOL platform. The idea is to prune the transition relation of 
the circuits using pre-proved theorems and lemmas from the specification given at 
system level. We also use the consistency of the specifications to verify if the re-
duced model is faithful to the original one. We provide two case studies, the first 
one is the reduction using SAT-MDG of an Island Tunnel Controllerand the second 
one is the MDG-HOL assume-guarantee reduction of the Look-Aside Interface. The 
performance penalty in the case of SAT-MDG reduction verification is acceptable as 
compared with commercial model checking tools. In the case of assume guarantee in 
MDG-HOL, the reduction strategy results still satisfactory in terms of heuristics and 
reduction techniques correctness, however a small penalty is paid in terms of time and 
memory. 
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1.4 Thesis Contributions 
The objective of our research is to explore a way of increasing the degree of trust of the 
MDG system by embedding the MDG system in HOL. In light of the above related 
work review, proposed methodology, and discussions, we believe the contributions of 
the thesis can be specified as follows: 
• We have provided a secure platform (data structure + algorithms) of MDG 
system in HOL. This step consists of the following phases: 
1. Embedding of the MDG formal logic underlying the abstract state machines 
in HOL. 
2. Defining the notion of well formed HOL terms. These terms could be 
represented canonically by MDGs. 
3. Embedding the MDG algorithms (conjunction, relational product (RelP), 
disjunction, and pruning by subsumption (PbyS)) following deep embed-
ding approach. Also, we have two kinds of theorems: one theorem regard-
ing the correctness proof of each MDG operation, and the other one for 
preserving the well-formedness of the operation results. 
• The MDG based reachability analysis is then defined in HOL as a conversion 
that uses the MDG-HOL platform and a fixpoint theorem is then proven for 
some particular circuits. 
• We have evaluated the performance of the MDG-HOL platform using a set of 
benchmarks to ensure the applicability of our approach. 
• We have proposed a reduction methodology to improve the MDGs model check-
ing as well as to verify the soundness of model checking reduction techniques. 
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• We have provided two case studies, the first one is the reduction using the SAT-
MDG technique of the Island Tunnel Controller (ITC), and the second one is the 
MDG-HOL assume-guarantee reduction technique of the Look-Aside Interface 
(LA-1). 
In summary, we have created a new formal theory for MDGs (data structure + 
operations) inside the HOL theorem prover which provides us with several theoretical 
advantages without too high performance penalty. We used this theory or platform 
to verify the soundness of model checking reduction techniques. We thus hope that 
this work will be of interest to the research community and also be of use to industrial 
practitioners. 
1.5 Thesis Organization 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: 
• In Chapter 2, we review the basics of the HOL theorem prover. We also 
introduce the basic concepts of Multiway Decision Graphs (MDGs). 
• Chapter 3 presents the formal logic underlying MDGs as well as well-formedness 
conditions and its embedding inside HOL. 
• In Chapter 4, we formalize the MDG basic operations and prove the correctness 
of each operation. 
• In Chapter 5 , we show the formalization of the MDG reachability analysis 
and the proposed conversion for proving a fixpoint. We also consider four case 
studies to measure the performance of the MDG-HOL platform. 
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• Chapter 6 considers the applications and case studies for the proposed reduction 
techniques. 




In this chapter, we give a brief description to the HOL theorem prover as well as to 
the Multiway Decision Graphs (MDGs) system. The intent is to familiarize the reader 
with the main concepts and notations that are used in the rest of the thesis. Section 
2.1 starts by a basic description of higher-order logic concepts. Then, we describe the 
syntax and semantics of the particular logical system supported by HOL notation, as 
well as the proof methods supported by the HOL theorem prover. 
Section 2.2 describes the underlying formal logic of MDGs, the MDGs structure, 
the Abstract State Machine (ASM), the MDG tool and the MDG model checker. 
2.1 The HOL Theorem Prover 
The HOL system is an LCF [33] (Logic of Computable Functions) style proof system. 
Originally intended for hardware verification, HOL uses higher-order logic to model 
and verify variety of applications in different areas; serving as a general purpose 
proof system. We cite for example: reasoning about security, verification of fault-
tolerant computers, compiler verification, program refinement calculus, software and 
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algorithms verification, modeling, and automation theory. 
HOL provides a wide range of proof commands, including rewriting tools and 
decision procedures. The system is user-programmable which allows proof tools to be 
developed for specific applications; without compromising reliability [36]. 
The set of types, type operator, constants, and axioms available in HOL are 
organized in the form of theories. There are many theories, which are arranged in a 
hierarchy, have been added to axiomatize lists, products, sums, numbers, primitive 
recursion, and arithmetic. On top of these, users are allowed to introduce application-
dependent theories by adding relevant types, constants, axioms, and definitions. 
The HOL system supports higher order logic with three main expressions: 
• Variables can range over functions and predicates. 
• The logic is typed. 
• There is no separate syntactic category of formulae. 
The HOL syntax contains syntactic categories of types and terms whose elements are 
intended to denote respectively certain sets and elements of sets. The types of the 
HOL logic are expressions that denote sets (in the universe IX). There are four kind of 
types in HOL logic. Type variables stand for arbitrary sets in the universe, they are 
part of the meta-language and are used to range over object language types. Atomic 
types denote fixed sets in the universe. For example, the standard atomic types 
bool denotes the distinguished two-element set 2. Compound types have the form 
(<7i, • • •, an)op, where o\, • • •, an are the argument types and op is a type operator 
of arity n. Type operators denote operations for constructing sets. Function types 
denote the set of all (total) functions from the set denoted by its domain to the set 
denoted by its range [32]. 
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The terms of the HOL logic are expressions that denote elements of the sets 
denoted by types. There are four kinds of terms in HOL logic. The variables are 
sequences of letters or digits beginning with a letter. The constants have the same 
syntax as variables, but stand for fixed values. The function applications or combina-
tions have the general form t\(t2) where tx is called the operator and t2 is the operand. 
The result of such a function application can itself be a function. The lambda terms 
(A-terms) or abstractions denote for functions. Such a term has the form Xx.t (where 
t is a term) and denotes the function / defined by f(x) = t. The syntax and seman-
tics of the particular logical system supported by HOL notation used in this paper is 
summarized in Table 2.1. Note that the cons infix operator (::) is used to represent 
an enumerated list (hd :: tl) and the (t) notation is used to instantiate the value of 
the term t as shown in the bottom of the table. 
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t\ or t-i 
ti and t2 
ti implies t2 
ti equal t2 
for all x:t 
for some x:t 
an x such that:t 
if t then ti else t2 
[hd;tl] 
Evaluates to the 
ML value of t 
Table 2.1: Terms of the HOL Logic 
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The basic interface to the system is a Standard Meta Language (SML) inter-
preter. SML [65] is both the implementation language of the system and the Meta 
Language in which proofs are written. The HOL system supports two main different 
proof methods: forward and backward proofs in a natural-deduction style calculus. 
In forward proof, the steps of a proof are implemented by applying inference rules 
chosen by the user, and HOL checks that the steps are safe. All derived inference rules 
are built on top of a small number of primitive inference rules. This approach has 
some limitations since it is hard to know where to state the proof and, for large proofs, 
to determine which sequence of rules to apply. The results are strong and the user 
can have great confidence since the most primitive rules are used to prove a theorem. 
In backward proof, the user sets the desired theorem as a goal. Small programs 
written in SML called tactics and tacticals are applied to break the goal into a list of 
subgoals. Tactics and tacticals are repeatedly applied to the subgoals until they can 
be resolved. In practice, forward proof is often used within backward proof to convert 
each goal's assumptions into a suitable form. 
Theorems in the HOL system are represented by values of the ML abstract 
type thm. There is no way to construct a theorem except by carrying out a proof 
based on the primitive inference rules and axioms. HOL system has many built-in 
inference rules and ultimately all theorems are proved in terms of the axioms and basic 
inferences of the calculus. By applying a set of primitive inference rules, a theorem 
can be created. Once a theorem is proved, it can be used in further proofs without 
recomputation of its own proof. In this way, the ML type system protects the HOL 
logic from arbitrary construction of a theorem, so that every computed value of the 
type-representing theorem is a theorem. The user can have a great deal of confidence 
in the results of the system. 
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The applications of the HOL system can be found in hardware verification, 
reasoning about security, verification of fault-tolerant computers, and reasoning about 
real-time systems. It is also used in compiler verification, program refinement calculus, 
software and algorithms verification, modeling, and automation theory. 
HOL also has a rudimentary library facility which enable theories to be shared. 
This provides a file structure and documentation format for self contained HOL de-
velopments. Many basic reasoners are given as libraries such as mesonLib, bossLib, 
and simpLib. These libraries integrate rewriting, conversion and decision procedures 
to free the user from performing low-level proof. 
2.2 Mult iway Decision Graphs 
2.2.1 Formal Logic 
The formal logic underlying MDG is many-sorted First Order Logic (FOL). The vo-
cabulary consists of sorts, constants, variables, and function symbols or (operators). 
Constants and variables have sorts. An n-ary function symbol (n > 0) has a type 
Qi x a2 x • • • x a„ —> a„+i, where ct\ • • -an+\ are sorts. Two kinds of sorts are 
distinguished: concrete and abstract: 
• Concrete sort: is equipped with finite enumerations, lists of individual constants. 
Concrete sorts are used to represent control signals. 
• Abstract sort: has no enumeration available. A signal of an abstract sort rep-
resents a data signal. 
The enumeration of a concrete sort n is a set of distinct constants of sort a. We refer 
to constants occurring in enumerations as individual constants, and to other constants 
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as generic constants. An individual constant can appear in the enumeration of more 
than one sort a, arid is said to be of sort a for each of them. Variables and generic 
constants, on the other hand, have unique sorts. 
The terms and their types (sorts) are defined inductively as follows: a constant 
or a variable of sort a; and if / is a function symbol of type «i x a2 x • • • x «„ -» 
a n + i , where cvi • • • an + 1 , n > 1, and Ai, • • •, An are terms of types a\ • • • an+i, then 
f{Ai • • • A J + I ) is a term of type an+\. A term consisting of a single occurrence of 
an individual constant has multiple types (the sorts of the constant) but every other 
term has a unique type. 
We say that a term, variable or constant is concrete (resp. abstract) to indicate 
that it is of concrete (resp. abstract) sort. A term is concretely reduced iff it contains: 
(i) the individual constants; (ii) the abstract generic constants; (iii) the abstract 
variable; and (iv) the terms of the form f(Ai • • • An+i) where / is an abstract symbol 
and A\, • • •, An are concretely-reduced terms. Thus, the concretely-reduced terms are 
those that have no concrete sub terms other than individual constants. A term of the 
form f(Ai • • • An+i) where / is a cross-operator and Ai,---,An are concretely-reduced 
terms is called cross-term. An equation is an expression A\, • • •, An where A\ and An 
are terms of same type a. Atomic formulae are the equations, plus T (truth), and F 
(falsity). Formulae are built from the atomic formulae in the usual way using logical 
connectives and quantifiers. 
An interpretation is a mapping $ that assigns a denotation to each sort, constant 
and function symbol such that: 
1. The denotation ty(a) of an abstract sort a is a non-empty set. 
2. If a is a concrete sort with enumeration o,i, a2, • • •, an then 
*(o j = *(«!), \J>(a2), • • •, $(a„) and *(«,) ^ *(%) for 1 < i -< j < n. 
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3. If c is a generic constant of sort a, then \P(c) e ^/(a). If / is a function symbol 
of type a.\ x ct2 x • • * x otn —>• a„+i then \&(/) is a function from cartesian product 
*(«i ) x • • • $(an) into the set ^ ( a n + i ) . 
Let X be a set of variables, a variable assignment with domain X compatible 
with an interpretation $ is a function <p that maps every variable x £ X oi sort a 
to an element ip{x) of \P(a;). We write <£* for the set ^-compatible assignments to 
the variables in X, ty,<p \= P if P denotes truth under an interpretation $ and a 
^-compatible variable assignment tp to the variables that occur free in P, and (= P 
if a formula P denotes truth under every interpretation \P and every "^-compatible 
variable assignment to the variables that occur free in P. Two formulae P and Q are 
logically equivalent iff |= P <=$> Q. 
2.2.2 Abstract State Machines 
Abstract description of State Machines (ASMs) is a model used for describing hard-
ware designs at the Register Transfer Level (RTL). It was introduced by Corella et 
al. [21, 91]. In MDGs, a state machine is described using finite sets of input, state 
and output variables, which are pair-wise disjoint. The behavior of a state machine 
is defined by its transition/output relations including a set of reset states. Using 
ASMs, a data value can be represented by a single variable of abstract type, rather 
than by a vector of Boolean variables, and a datapath operation is represented by an 
uninterpreted function symbol. As ROBDDs are used to represent sets of states and 
transition/output relations for finite state machines (FSM), MDGs are used to com-
pactly encode sets of (abstract) states and transition/output relations for ASMs. This 
technique replaces the implicit enumeration technique [22] with the implicit abstract 
enumeration [21, 91]. 
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2.2.3 Structure 
MDGs are graph representation of a class of quantifier-free and negation-free first-
order many sorted formulae. It subsumes the class of Bryant's (ROBDDs) [13] while 
accommodating abstract data and uninterpreted function symbols. It can be seen as 
a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with one root, whose leaves are labeled by formulae 
of the logic True (T)[21], such that: 
1. Every leaf node is labeled by the formula T, except if the graph G has a single 
node, which may be labeled T or F. 
2. The internal nodes are labeled by terms, and the edges issuing from an internal 
node v are labeled by terms of the same sort as the label of v. 
Then, a graph G can be viewed as representing a formula defined inductively 
as follows: (i) if G consists of a single leaf node labeled by a formula P , then G 
represents P; (ii) if G has a root node labeled A with edges labeled B\,---, Bn leading 
to subgraphs G\, • • •, Grn, and if each G\ represents a formula P(, then G represents 
the formulae Vi<;<n((^ = Bi) A P*)-
Figure 2.1 shows two MDGs example GO and Gl. In GO, X is a variable of the 
concrete sort [0,2,3], while in Gl, X is a variable of abstract sort; a,/3 and f(9) are 
abstract terms. 
MDGs are canonical representations, which means that an MDG structure has: 
a fixed node order, no duplicate edges, no redundant nodes, no isomorphic subgraphs, 
terms concretely reduced that have no concrete subterms other than individual con-
stants, disjoint primary (nodes label) and secondary variables (edges label). 
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Figure 2.1: Example of Multiway Decision Graphs Structure 
MDGs represent and manipulate a certain subset of first order formulae, which 
we call Directed Formulae (DFs). DFs can represent the transition and output rela-
tions of a state machine, as well as the set of possible initial states and the sets of 
states that arise during reachability analysis. 
The MDG operations and verification procedures are packaged as a tool and 
implemented in Prolog [20]. We show below the basic MDG operations: 
Conjunction Operation: The conjunction operation performs conjunction for 
two DFs not having any abstract variables in common. 
Relational Product Operation (RelP): The RelP operation performs con-
junction and existential quantifying for a two DFs. It is used for image computation. 
Disjunction Operation: The disjunction operation performs disjunction for 
two DFs having the same set of abstract primary variables. 
Pruning By Subsumption Operation (PbyS): The PbyS operation used 
to approximate the logical difference operation between two sets represented as DF. 
It removes all the paths of a DF P from another DF Q. 
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2.2.4 The MDG-Tool 
The MDG-tool [90] provides facilities for invariant checking, verification of combina-
tional circuits, sequential verification, equivalence checking of two state machines and 
model checking. 
The input language of the MDGs tool is a Prolog-style hardware description 
language called (MDG-HDL) [21], which supports structural specification, behavioral 
specification or a mixture of both. A structural specification is usually a netlist of 
components connected by signals, and a behavioral specification is given by a tabular 
















Figure 2.2: The Structure of the MDGs-tool 
As shown in Figure 2.2, in order to verify a design with the tool, we first need to 
specify it in MDG-HDL (design specification and design implementation). Moreover, 
an algebraic specification is to be given to declare sorts, function types, and generic 
constants that are used in the MDG-HDL description. Rewrite rules that are needed 
to interpret function symbols should be provided here as well. Like for ROBDDs, a 
symbol order according to which the MDG is built could be provided by the user. 
This symbol order can affect critically the size of the generated MDG. Otherwise, 
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MDG can use an automatic dynamic ordering. 
2.2.5 MDGs Model Checking 
The MDGs model checking is based on an abstract implicit state enumeration. The 
circuit to be verified is expressed as an Abstract State Machine (ASM) and properties 
to be verified are expressed by formulae in CMDG [88]. The ASM describes digital 
systems under verification at a higher level of abstraction. 
C-MDG atomic formulae are Boolean constants (True and False), or equations 
of the form (t\ = t2), where ti is an ASM variable (input, output or state variable) 
and t2 is either an ASM system variable, an individual constant, an ordinary vari-
able or a function of ordinary variables. Ordinary variables are defined to memorize 
the values of the system variables in the current state. The basic formulas (called 
Next Jet-formulas) in which only the temporal operator X (next time) is defined as 
follows [6]: 
• Each atomic formula is a Next Jet-formulas; 
• If p, q are Next Jet-formulas, then so are: !p (not p), p&q (p and q), p|q (p 
or q), p —> q (p implies q), Xp (next-time p) and LET (v=t) IN p, where t is a 
system variable and v an ordinary variable. 
Using the temporal operators A G (always), A F (eventually) and AU (until), 
the supported CMDG properties are defined in the following BNF grammar: 
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Property ::= A(Next Jet-formula) 
| AG (Next Jet-formula) 
| AF (Next Jet-formula) 
| A(NextJet-f'orrnula) U (Next Jet-formula) 
| AG (Next Jet .formula) => F(Next Jet-formula) 
\ AG ((Next Jet-formula) => 
((Next Jet-formula) U Next Jet-formula))) 
Model checking in the MDGs system is carried out by building automatically 
additional circuit that represents the Next Jet-formulas appearing in the property 
to be verified, compose it with the original circuit, and then check a simpler property 
on the composite machine [88]. 
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Chapter 3 
Formalization of MDG Syntax 
In this chapter, we describe the way we used to represent the transition relation from 
graph representation to Directed Formulae DF. Then, we justify the embedding of 
the DF and the well-formedness conditions in HOL. Finally, we provide an example 
to illustrate our embedding. 
3.1 Transition Relation: Graph or Formula 
Different approaches have been used to formalize transition relations either as terms 
and formulae or as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). The first is a formal logic 
representation using data type definitions [7, 35], while the latter is a graphical 
representation using trees and graphs [64, 85]. 
First of all, the graph is represented as a data structure in the theorem prover. 
This representation should reflect the abstract properties of graphs and should be flex-
ible to be suitable for different domains and for many applications to model complex 
designs. Several examples can be cited: to model communication networks (railway 
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track network [8]), also in transport industry, the problem of finding the most econom-
ical route of delivering goods and the problem of maximizing the network capacity 
can be solved using graphs. 
Chou [15] gradually formalized a considerable amount of graph theory in the 
HOL theorem proving. The theory of undirected graphs is formalized in HOL notions 
as the empty graphs, single-node graphs, finite graphs, subgraphs, paths, reachability, 
acyclicity, trees, subtrees, and merging disjoint subgraph of a graph. Based on this 
formalization, the correctness of distributed algorithms is verified in HOL [16]. 
Ridge [72] mechanized some results concerning graphs and trees. His formal-
ization is very close to that found in [15]. The edges are sets of vertices in the case 
of Ridge while [15] takes edges as atomic objects, and uses an incidence relation to 
describe when an edge connects two vertices. The main objective of the work is to be 
able to handle infinite graphs and trees. 
Modeling the decision diagram as a decision tree or graph is motivated by re-
ducing memory space and computation time needed to build a BDD: by eliminating 
redundancy from the canonical representations as described by [64, 85]. The main 
difficulties are caused by data structure sharing and by the side-effects resulted in the 
computation. The algorithms usually mark the processed nodes or store the results 
calculated for a subtree or subgraph in a hash-table to avoid recalculation. The defi-
nition of such a mechanism is quite complex for automatic reasoning. The advantage 
of course is that there is a little work in this area so probably much scope for research. 
On the other hand, modeling the transition relations as terms and formulae is 
smoother for proofs especially those based on induction. Also, in applications like 
model checking, one would deal with several terms, and any efficient implementation 
must define sharing. The work presented in [7, 35, 37, 44] is an example of the logical 
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approach. 
The choice between the two approaches depends on the objectives. If we want 
to reason about the implementation itself and its correctness, then its better to define 
transition relations as graphs and do sharing of common sub-trees. Clearly this makes 
the development and the proofs complex. On the other hand, if we are only interested 
in a high-level view of the algorithms, then a logical representation is preferred. This 
is why, we choose the logical representation in terms of Directed Formulae (DF) to 
model the MDG syntax in HOL. 
3.2 Embedding Directed Formulae in HOL 
Let T be a set of function symbol and V a set of variables. We denote the set of 
terms freely generated from JF and V by T(J7, V). The syntax of a Directed Formula 
is given by the grammar below [88]. The underline is used to differentiate between 
the concrete and abstract variables. 
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Sort S 
Abstract Sort S 
Concrete Sort S_ 
Generic Constant C 
Concrete Constant C_ 
Variable X 
Abstract Variable V 
Concrete Variable V_ 
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Conj V Dis j 
Eg/N Conj 
Eq ::= A = C {AeT{T,V)) 
\V = A (AeT{T,X)) 
The vocabulary consists of generic constants, concrete constants (individuals), ab-
stract variables, concrete variables and function symbols. DFs are always disjunctions of 
conjunctions of equations or T (true) or ± (false). The conjunction Conj is defined to be 
an equation only Eq or a conjunction of at least two equations. Atomic formulae are the 
equations, generated by the clause Eq. Equation can be an equality of concrete terms and an 
individual constant, equality of a concrete variable and an individual constant, or equality 
of an abstract variable and an abstract term. 
DFs are used for two purposes: to represent sets (viz. sets of states as well as sets of 
input vectors and output vectors) and to represent relations (viz. the transition and output 
relations). 
In order to illustrate the MDG. we consider the following example DF of type {ui, u-i} — 
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{v\,V2], where u\ and v\ are variables of a concrete sort 600/ with enumeration {0,1} while 
«2 and V2 are variables of an abstract sort a, 3 is an abstract function symbol of type 
a —» a and / is a cross-operator of type a —> 600/. Then, the Figure below shows the MDG 
representing this example as well as its corresponding DF formula. 
((/(«2) = 0) A (v2 = u2)) V 
ci> CJE> ((/(W2)=1} A (ui=0) A {vi=0) A {v2=g{u2))) v 
((/(«2) = 1) A (« : = 1) A («! = 1) A (v2 = g{u2))) 
Using HOL recursive datatype, the MDG sorts are embedded using two constructors 
called Abst_Sort and Conc_Sort. This is declared in HOL as follows: 
Sort : := Abst_Sort of 'alpha | Conc_Sort of s t r ing —> s t r ing l i s t 
The Abst_Sort takes as argument an abstract sort name of type alpha (which means that 
the sort is actually abstract and hence can represent any HOL type). For example, if wordn 
is an abstract sort, then it is defined in HOL as: 
-def wordn = Abst_Sort "wordn" 
The Conc_Sort takes a concrete sort name and its enumeration of type string as an input 
argument. For example, if bool is a concrete sort with ["0";"1"] as enumeration, then it is 
defined in HOL as: 
\-def bool = Conc_Sort "bool" ["0";"1"] 
To determine whether the sort is concrete or abstract, we define predicates over the con-
structor called Is_AbstJ3ort and Is_Conc_Sort. 
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In the same way, constants are either of concrete or abstract sort. An individual 
constant can have multiple sorts depending on the enumeration of the sort, while an abstract 
generic constant is identified by its name and its abstract sort. We use the Ind.Cons and 
Gen_Cons constructors to declare constants in HOL as follows: 
Ind_Cons : := Ind_Cons of s t r ing —» 'alpha Sort 
Gen_Cons : := Gen_Cons of s t r ing —» 'alpha Sort 
Also a variable (abstract or concrete) is identified by its name and sort. In our 
embedding, an abstract variable is declared using Abst_Var constructor and the ConcVar 
constructor is used to declare a concrete variable. As shown below, oone is defined as an 
individual constant, max is defined as a generic constant and m is defined as an abstract 
variable: 
\-daf oone = Ind_Cons " 1 " bool 
\~def m a x = Gen_Cons "max" wordn 
\~def m = Abst_Var "m" wordn 
Similarly, wc use some predicates to determine whether a constant is an individual or a 
generic and a variable is concrete or abstract. 
Functions can be either abstract or cross-functions. Cross-functions are those that 
have at least one abstract argument. Note that concrete functions are not used since they 
can be eliminated by case splitting. Abstract function is declared using Abst_Fun constructor 
and the Cross_Fun constructor is used to declare a cross function. 
Abst_Fun : := Abst_Fun of s t r ing —> 'alpha Var l i s t —> 'alpha Sort 
Cross_Fun : := Cross_Fun of s t r ing —» 'alpha Var l i s t —> 'alpha Sort 
If eqz-Fun is a cross-function takes m as an input and produces a concrete output of sort 
bool, then, eqzJFun is defined as: 
\~def eqz_Fun = Cross_Function "eqz_Fun" [~m] bool 
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Wc have defined a da ta type D_F . T h e D F can be True or False or a disjunction of 
conjunction of equations. Equat ions arc defined as an equality of Left Hand Side (LHS) and 
Right Hand Side (RHS) based on the D F grammar given earlier and could be one of the 
following cases: 
• LHS is a concrete variable = RHS is an individual constant 
• LHS is an abst ract variable — RHS is a cross-function, or abstract variable or generic 
constant . 
• LHS is a cross-function = RHS is an individual constant 
Then we define the type definition of a directed formula: 
D_F : : = DF1 of ' a lpha DF | TRUE | FALSE 
DF : : = DISJ of ' a lpha MDG_Conj -> DF | C0NJ1 of ' a lpha MDG_Conj 
MDG_Conj : : = Eqn of ' a lpha Eqn | CONJ of ' a lpha Eqn -> MDG_Conj 
Eqn : : = EQUAL1 of 'a lpha Conc_Var —> 'a lpha Ind_Cons 
| EQUAL2 of ' a lpha Abst_Var —> 'a lpha Abst_Fun 
| EQUAL3 of ' a lpha Cross_Fun —> ( 'alpha Abst_Var) l i s t 
—> 'a lpha Ind_Cons 
| EQUAL4 of ' a lpha Abst_Var -> ' a lpha Abst_Var 
| EQUAL5 of ' a lpha Abst_Var -» ' a lpha Gen_Cons 
DF1, DISJ, C0NJ1, Eqn, and CONJ are distinct constructors and the constructors EQUAL1, 
EQUAL2, EQUAL3, EQUAL4, and EQUAL5 arc used to define an atomic equation. The type 
definition package re turns a theorem which characterizes the type D_F and allows reasoning 
about this type. Note t ha t the type is polymorphic in a sense t ha t the variable could be 
represented by a str ing or an integer number or any user defined type : in our case we have 
used the str ing type. 
Internally, the D F is implemented as a list to simplify the checking of well-formedness 
conditions and the embedding of M D G operations. However, th is representat ion is com-
pletely t ransparent for the user of the embedded MDG operations later. Then it is sufficient 
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to input the DF as formulae and the transformations (proved correct) is done automatically. 
The DF representation as a list having the following format: 
equ eqin eqmi eqmn 
, " S / * S /• " s. , * N 
[[[lhsn;rhsu};---;[lhs 
v
 v ' s v ' 
disjuncti disjunctm 
where a DF is given as: 
DF = equ A e(/12 A 
eq2i A eq22 A 
eqml A eqm2 A • • • A eq 
run 
We extract the DF using the STRIP_DF_list function: 
h d e / ( S T R I P _ D F _ l i s t (DF1 (C0NJ1 (CONJ E M ) ) ) = 
[ ( b o t h _ s i d e _ e q E ) ] : : STRIP_DF_ l i s t (DF l (C0NJ1 M))) A 
( S T R I P _ D F _ l i s t (DF1 (DISJ (Eqn E) D)) = 
[ ( b o t h _ s i d e _ e q E ) ] : : STRIP_DF_ l i s t (DF l D) ) A 
(STRIP_DF_l i s t (TRUE) = [ [ [ " T R U E " ] ] ] ) A 
(STRIP_DF_l i s t (FALSE) = [ [ [ " F A L S E " ] ] ] ) A 
(STRIP_DF_l i s t (DF1 a ) = S T R I P _ D I S J _ l i s t a ) 
STRIP_DISJ_list function is used to extract each disjunct and store it in a list, while 
STRIP-CONJ_list function is used to extract both side of equations and store them in the 
inner sublist. Similarly, STRIP_Fun function is used to extract the arguments of abstract 
and cross functions and store them in a list. The HOL definitions of the mapping functions 
and the well-formedness conditions are included in Appendix A. This mapping simplifies our 
implementation and enables us to automate MDG operations by using the infrastructure of 
the predefined List Theory in HOL to inherit all definitions and theorems. 
On the other hand, we defined a STRIP_INV_DF function (Appendix A) to map lists 
to DF format. We proved a theorem to show that our mapping from any well-formed DF 
to list format and from lists to DF is correct as shown by the following theorem: 
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• • • A eqln V 
• • • A eq2n V 
Theorem 3.2.1 DF Mapping Correctness 
DF Mapping Correctness h V df. Is- WelLFormed.DF df = > 
STRIPJNV-DF (STRIP-DFJist df) = df) 
PROOF: 
The proof is conducted by structural induction on df. D 
3.3 Well-formedness Condit ions 
MDGs provide efficient representation to a class of well-formed first-order formulas 
defined on well-typed equations. A well-typed equation is an expression A\ = A2, 
where A\ and A2 are terms of the same sort. Given two disjoint sets of variables 
U and V, a Directed Formulae of type U —> V is a formula in Disjunctive Normal 
Form (DNF). Just as ROBDD must be reduced and ordered, DFs must obey a set of 
well-formedness conditions given in [21] such that: 
1. Each disjunct is a conjunction of equations of the form: 
A = a, where A is a term of concrete sort a containing no variables other than 
elements of U, and a is an individual constant in the enumeration of a, or 
u = a, where u E (U U V) is a variable of concrete sort a and a is an individual 
constant in the enumeration of a, or 
v = A, where v E V is a variable of abstract sort a and A is a term of type a 
containing no variables other than elements of U; 
2. In each disjunct, the LHSs of the equations are pairwise distinct; and 
3. Every abstract variable v E V appears as the LHS of an equation v = A in each 
of the disjimcts. (Note that there is no need of an equation v = a for every 
concrete variable v E V). 
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Intuitively, in a DF of type U —> V, the U variables play the role of independent 
variables (secondary variables), the V variables play the role of dependent variables 
(primary variables), and the disjuncts enumerate possible cases. In each disjunct, the 
equations of the form u = a and A = a specify a case in terms of the U variables, 
while the other equations specify the values of (some of the) V variables in that case. 
The cases need not be mutually exclusive, nor exhaustive. 
The predicate Is_Well_Formed_DF is defined as: 
\-def Vdf. Is_Well_Formed_DF df = 
Condit ion2 (STRIP_DF df) A 
Condit ion3 (FLAT(STRIP_ABS_DF df ) ) (STRIP_DF df ) ) 
where Condition2 and Condition3 represent the well-formedness conditions (Ap-
pendix A.l). STRIP_ABSJDF function extracts the abstract variables of a DF and 
STRIP_DF extracts the LHS variables of each disjuncts of a DF. 
We derive a set of inference rules which guarantees if a given DF is well formed 
according to the definition given before. The recursive data type package automat-
ically returns the following theorems which characterize each condition separately. 
Table 3.1, gives these inference rules since it is more adequate to DF, and indepen-
dent from the logic of HOL. We translate these inference rules as theorems in HOL. 
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WF{V_ = C) 
WF_E2J:4_E5: ; (A G T(F, X)) 
WF{V = A) 
WF_E3: ; (A e T(T, V)) 
WF(A = C) 
i n ? / , . WF{Eqi) WF(Eq2) (LHS(Eqi) + LHS(Eq2)) 
WF_Conj: 
WF{Eqi A Eq2) 
WF(C<mJ!) WF(Conj2) (Abst.Var(Conji) = Abst.Var{Canj2)) WFJDisj: 
WF(Conji V Conj2) 
The well-formedness conditions can be summarized as: 
Condition 1: The condition is satisfied by construction following the DF syn-
tax. The axiom WF_E1 represents the equality between a concrete variable and 
a concrete individual constant. Axiom WF_E2_E4_E5 shows the equality of an 
abstract variable and an abstract term (abstract variable, abstract generic con-
stant and abstract function symbol). Finally, axiom WF_E3 expresses the equality 
of concrete term and concrete individual constant. The theorems needed for the 
inference rule representing this condition are given by: 
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WF.True: h Is_Well_Formed_DF (TRUE) 
WF_False: h Is_Well_Formed_DF (FALSE) 
WF_Ei: h VConc_Var Ind_Con. 
Is_Well_Formed_DF (DFl(CONJl(Eqn(EQUALl Conc_Var Ind_Con)))) 
WF.E2: I- VAbst_Var Abst_Fun. 
Is_Well_Formed_DF (DFl(C0NJl(Eqn(EQUAL2 Abst_Var AbstJFun)) ) ) 
WF_E3: h VCrs_Fun Ind_Con. 
Is_Well_Formed_DF 
(DFl(C0NJl(Eqn(EQUAL3 Crs_Fun Abs_Var Ind .Con) ) ) ) 
WF.E4: I- VAbst_Var Abst_Var. 
Is_Well_Formed_DF (DFl(C0NJl(Eqn(EQUAL4 Abst_Var Abst_Var))) ) 
WF_E5: h VAbst_Var Gen_Con. 
Is_Well_Formed_DF (DFl(C0NJl(Eqn(EQUAL5 Abst_Var Gen_Con)))) 
• Conditions 2: We add the LHS (lef t_eq function) which extracts the Left Hand 
Side variable of a given equation. The assumptions needed for this condition 
are: the two well-formed equations and the LHS of each equation should not be 
equal. We prove a HOL theorem (WF_Conj) that states the correctness of the 
inference rule related to this condition: 
WF.Conj: h VE1 E2. (Is_Well_Formed_DF(DFl(CONJl(Eqn E l ) ) ) A 
Is_Well_Formed_DF(DFl(CONJl(Eqn E2)) ) ) A ->(left_eq E l = l e f t _ e q E2) = > 
Is_Well_Formed_DF (DF1(C0NJ1(C0NJ El (Eqn E2) ) ) ) 
• Condition 3: The assumptions needed for this condition are: the two well-formed 
conjuncts and the abstract variables of each conjunct should be equal. We prove 
the theorem (WF_Disj) that states the correctness of the inference rule related 
to this last condition: 
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WFJ)isj : h Vconjl conj2. Is_Well_Formed_DF (DF1(C0NJ1 c o n j l ) ) A 
Is_¥ell_Formed_DF (DF1(C0NJ1 conj2)) A 
(FLAT(STRIP_ABS_DF) (DF1(C0NJ1 conjl))=FLAT(STRIP_ABS_DF (DFl(C0NJl c o n j 2 ) ) ) ) 
= > Is_Well_Formed_DF (DF1(DISJ conj l (C0NJ1 con j2 ) ) ) 
We have implemented a HOL tactic to automate the checking of well-formedness 
conditions based on the function Is_Well_FormecLDF defined above. 
3.4 MIN-MAX Example 
We consider the MIN-MAX circuit described in [21]. The MIN-MAX state machine 
shown in Figure 3.1 has two input variables X = {r; x} and three state variables Y = 
{c; m; M}, where r and c are of the Boolean sort B, a concrete sort with enumeration 
{0; 1}, and x, m, and M are of an abstract sort s. The outputs coincide with the 
state variables, i.e. all the state variables are observable and there are no additional 
output variables. 
r=1 , {n_m=max, n_M=min} 
r=0, 
{n_m=if leq_Fun(x,m) then x else m. 
n_M=if teq_Fun(x,M) then M else x} 
Figure 3.1: MIN-MAX State Machine 
The transition labels specify the conditions under which each transition is taken 
and an assignment of values to the abstract next state variables rum and n-M. The 
machine stores in m and M, respectively, the smallest and the greatest values pre-
sented at the input x since the last reset (r = 1). When the machine is reset, m 
is loaded by the maximal possible value max and M by the minimal possible value 
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rnin. The min and max symbols are uninterpreted generic constants of sort s. The 
smallest and greatest values are computed using an operator leq-Fun such that for 
any two values a and b of sort s, leq..Fun(a, b) = 1 if and only if a is less than or 
equal to b. The transition relation can be described by a set of individual transition 
relations, one associated with each next state variable. The DFs of these individual 




((r = 0) A (n„c = 0)) V 
(r = 1) A (n„c = 1))] 
((r = 0) A (c = 0) A (rum = m) A (leqJFun(x, m) = 0)) \J 
(r = 0) A (c = 0) A (rurn = x) A (leq-Fun(x, m) = 1)) V 
(r = 0) A (c = 1) A (rum = x)) \J 
(r = 1) A (rum = max))] 
{((r = 0) A (c = 0) A (n-M = x) A (leq„Fun(x, M) = 0)) V 
((r = 0) A (c = 0) A (n_M = M) A (leq^Fun(x, M) = 1)) V 
(( r = 0) A (c = 1) A (n.M - x)) V 
[(r = 1) A (yiM = mm))] 
The DF of the system transition relation Tr is the conjunction of these individual 
transition relations. We illustrate with this example how the directed formula is 
defined and how the well-formedness conditions are checked. We just give some of the 
definitions for concrete and abstract sorts, constants, variables and abstract function 
and cross-function. 
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hdef bool = Conc_Sort "bool" ["0";"1"] 
hdef wordn = Abst_Sort "wordn" 
\-def zzero = Ind_Cons "0" bool 
\-def r = Conc_Var "r" bool 
l~de/ x = Abst_Var "x" wordn 
\-def m = Abst_Var "m" wordn 
\~ def n_m = Abst_Var "n_m" wordn 
hdef leq_Fun = Cross_Fun "leq_Fun" [ "x";"m"] bool 
Also, We define some equations and disjuncts: 
h(ie/ eql = EQUAL1 "r "zzero 
\~dcf eq4 = EQUAL1 ~n_c "oone 
hdef eq9 = EQUAL3 "leq_Fun ["x;"m] "zzero 
hdef eqll = EQUAL5 ~n_m "max 
Vdef mdgl = CONJ "eq2 (CONJ "eq4 (CONJ "eqll (Eqn "eql6))) 
\-def mdg2 = CONJ "eql (CONJ ~eq5 (CONJ "eq3 (CONJ "eq7 
(CONJ ~eql3 (Eqn "eq9))))) 
Then, the directed formula Tr is defined as: 
\-def Tr = DF1 (DISJ "mdgl (DISJ "mdg2 (DISJ "mdg3 
(DISJ "mdg4 (DISJ "mdg5 (C0NJ1 "mdg6))))) ) 
Applying the predicate Is3/ellJ7ormed_DF(conversion tactic) returns the theo-
rem below: 
I- Is_Well_Formed_DF Tr (3.1) 
Stating that the directed formula Tr us well-formed. 
An example of applying (WF) inference rules given in Table 3.1, is presented 
below. Since the top symbol is a disjunction then WFJDisj rule splits the goal 
W(Tr=(eq2 A eqA A egll A egl6) V (mdg2 V rndg3 V mdgA V rndgb V mdgQ)) into 
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two subgoals WF(Trl=(e<?2 A eq4 A eqll A eg 16)) and WF(Tx2=mdg2 V mdgZ V mdgA V 
mdgb V mdg6)). Trl is a conjunct, the WF.Conj will be applied until an axiom (final 
result) is applied. 
- WF-E1 WF(eqi A e q l l A eq!6) Cond2 
ffffr = oone) WF_Conj WF(mdg2 V . . . V rndgS) Cond3 
WF_Disj 
WF(eq2 A eqA A e q l l A eql6) 
WF{(eq2 A eq4 A ecjll A eql6) V (mdg2 V mdg3 V mdg4 V mdgb V mdg6)) 
where: 
eq2 = (r — oone) 
Cond2 = (LHS(eq2) yt LHS(eqA) jt LHS(eqll) ^ LHS(eql6)) 
Ccmd'i = (AbstJVar(eq2 A eq4 A e q l l A eql6) = Abst.Var(mdg2 V mdg'A V mdg4 V mdgb V md</6)) 
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Chapter 4 
Formalization of MDG Operations 
In fact, HOL provides predefined logical operations that perform conjunction and 
disjunction of formulae. However, if the inputs of these operations are well-formed 
DF, the outputs will not necessarily be a well-formed DF. Also, as the DF repre-
sent a canonical graph, the variables order must be preserved, which is not satisfied 
when applying HOL operations. Our embedding is built to address specifically these 
concerns. In this chapter, we provide a formal definitions of MDG basic operations, 
the correctness and the well-formedness proof. The detailed embedding can be found 
in [4]. 
4.1 The Conjunction Operation 
The conjunction operation is performed over MDG structures; examples of MDG 
conjunction is shown in Figure 4.1. In F l , the two top variables of P and Q are the 
same concrete variables or cross-terms. In F2, the top variable of P is a concrete 
variable or cross-term A, and order (A) < order(top variable of Q). Finally in F3, P 
and Q have different primary abstract variables, and order(A) < order(top variable 
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of Q). However, it is not a well formed MDG (canonical), and % must be substituted 
for A having secondary occurrences in Q. 
Figure 4.1: The conjunction operation 
In terms of DF's, the conjunction operation takes as inputs two DFs Pi, I < i < 
2, of types Ui —• Vt, and produces a DF R = Conj ( { P J } I < K 2 ) °f type 
(Ul<i<2^)\(Ul<i<2K-) - (Ul< (<2^) S U c h t h a t : 
l< i<2 
Note that for 1 < i < j < 2, Vi and V^  must not have any abstract variables in 
common; otherwise the conjunction cannot be computed. 
4.1.1 The Conjunction Constraints: 
There are two sets of constraints over the conjunction operation: one set is needed 
to be respected in order to execute the algorithm (pre-conditions), and the second is 
related to the execution nature of the algorithm itself. The first takes as inputs a set 
of well-formed DFs and a list that represents the union of the DF order lists. The 
second type can be summarized as: 
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1. If the two DFs have a common root label of abstract sort, the conjunction of 
the two DFs cannot be computed. For example, it is easy to see that there is 
no DF representing a formula that is logically equivalent to (x = a) A (x = b), 
if x is an abstract variable and a and b are distinct generic constants. This case 
never occurs in the reachability analysis algorithm, because the conjunction is 
always performed between DFs having mutually disjoint sets of primary abstract 
variables. 
2. If the root label of dfl comes before the root label of df2, and the label of dfl 
is an abstract variable x, the resulting DF may not be well-formed. This is 
justified because x may have secondary occurrences (LHS) in df2, and hence 
it may have secondary occurrences in the result. Therefore, x may have both 
primary (RHS) and secondary occurrences in the result, contradicting the well-
formedness conditions. Symmetrically, the same situation for df2. 
The result of the operation must be a well-formed DF representing the con-
junction of dfl and df2 (post-condition). Thus, it suffices to eliminate x from df2 by 
substitution for x in df2 or replacing the secondary occurrences of x in df2 with the 
respective terms. 
The outlined method for computing the conjunction is applicable when the sets 
of primary variables of the two DFs are disjoint. The resulting DF has primary vari-
ables that are among the primary variables of the conjuncts, including all abstract 
variables that have primary occurrences in any of the conjuncts. The abstract vari-
ables having secondary occurrences in the result are among those having secondary 
occurrences in the conjuncts, excluding those having primary occurrences in any of 
the conjuncts. 
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4.1.2 The Conjunction Embedding: 
In the next step, we define the conjunction operation in HOL. The operation accepts 
two sets of DFs (dfl and df2) and the order list L of the node label. The detailed 
algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. 













if terminal DF then 
return result; 
else 
for (each disjunct e dfl) do 
DF_CONJUNCTION (disjl_dfl,df2,L) recursively 
for (each disjunct € df2) do 
HD_SUBST (HD_DISJUNCT (disjtl_dfl,disjtl_df2,L)) recursively 
end for 
append the result of the HD_DISJUNCT; 
end for 
append the result of the DF.CONJUNCTION; 
end if 
Algorithm 1 starts with two well formed DFs and an order list L. The resulted 
DF is constructed recursively and ended when a terminal DF (true or false) is reached 
(lines 1 and 2). Lines 4 to 11 recursively applies the conjunction between dfl and df2 
using the DF_C0NJ function. Note that "_" means "don't care". 
hdef (DF_C0NJ [] _ _ L3 = [] ) A 
(DF_C0NJ _ [] _ L3 = [] ) A 
(DF_C0NJ ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) LI L3 = 
DF_C0NJUNCTI0N (hdl) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) Ll L3 : : DF_C0NJ ( t i l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) LI L3 ) 
The DF_C0NJUNCTI0N function determines the conjunction of the first disjunct 
of dfl(disjl_dfl) and df2 as shown in line 5 and defined as: 
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hdef (DF_CONJUNCTION [] _ _ L3 = [] ) A 
(DF_CONJUNCTION _ [] _ L3 = [] ) A 
(DF_CONJUNCTION ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) LI L3 = 
if (IS_EL [] (HD.DISJUNCT ( h d l : : t l l ) (hd2) L3) ) t hen 
DF_CONJUNCTION (hdl : : t l l ) ( t l 2 ) LI L3 
e l s e 
HD_SUBST (HD_DISJUNCT ( h d l : : t l l ) (hd2) L3) LI : : 
DF_CONJUNCTION ( h d l : : t l l ) ( t l 2 ) LI L3 ) 
The HD_DISJUNCT function determines the conjunction between the first disjunct 
of both DFs (lines 6 to 8). Then, we apply the substitution by taking the disjunct 
and check that the LHS of each equation (primary variable) does not appear in any 
equations in the RHS (secondary variable) of the same disjunct. If it appears then 
we apply substitution by replacing its RHS by the other RHS to respect the well 
formedness conditions. For instance, in the case of abstract edge label (x = y) A (y = 
a) the resulting substitution is (x = a). The substitution is carried out using the 
RTLSUBST function: 
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h d e / (HD_SUBST [] = [ ] ) A 
(HD_SUBST L = SPLIT1 L L ) 
\-def (SPLIT1 _ [] ( hd3 : : t l 3 ) = [] ) A 
(SPLIT1 [] _ ( h d 3 : : t l 3 ) = [] ) A 
(SPLIT1 ( h d l : : t i l ) (hd2: : t l 2 ) []=SPLIT (hd l : : t l l ) (hd2: : t l 2 ) ) A 
(SPLIT1 ( h d i : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) ( h d 3 : : t l 3 ) = 
i f (IS_EL (HD(TL h d l ) ) (HD_list (hd2: : t l 2 ) ) ) then 
i f ( HD(TL hdl ) = (HD hd2) ) then 
(HD hdl: : (TL hd2)): :SPLIT1 t i l ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) ( h d 3 : : t l 3 ) 
e l s e 
SPLIT1 ( h d l : : t l l ) ( t l 2 ) (hd3: : t l 3 ) 
e l s e i f (IS_EL(HD( h d l ) ) (FLAT(FLAT(TL_list(hd3: : t l 3 ) ) ) ) ) then 
SPLIT1 t i l ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) ( h d 3 : : t l 3 ) 
e l s e 
hdl : : SPLIT1 t i l ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) ( h d 3 : : t l 3 ) ) 
Line 9 recursively appends the result and moves to the second disjunct of dfl. 
In line 11, the DF.CONJUNCTION function recursively performs the conjunction of the 
second disjunct of dfl with df2 and append it to the result. The detailed algorithm 
describing the HD-DISJUNCT function is given in Algorithm 2. 
The HD_DIS JUNCT function tests if the two equations of the two disjuncts have 
the same order, by checking the position of the head of both equations (lines 1 and 2) 
using pos i t ion function. Line 3 adds the equation to the result and move to the next 
equation, in both disjuncts, and call HD_DISJUNCT recursively (line 4). Otherwise if 
the head of both equations are equal but the tail (RHS) are not equal, then the result 
will be empty and we stop and move to the next disjunct in df2 (lines 5 and 6). If the 
first equation of dfl comes before df2, then append it to the result and move to the 
next equation in the same disjunct and repeat the process recursively (lines 8 to 10). 
Otherwise, if the first equation of df2 comes before dfl, then append the equation of 
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Algorithm 2 HD_DISJUNCT (disjl-dfl, disjl_df2, L) 
1: if (position(LHS(Eql_dfl),L) = position(LHS(Eql_df2),L)) then 
2: if (RHS of both Eqs are equal) then 
3: append Eql to the result; 
4: call HDJDISJUNCT(tail(disjl_dfl), tail(disjl_df2), L); 
5: else 
6: empty the list and quit the HD_DISJUNCT; 
7: end if 
8: else if (position(LHS(Eql_dfl),L) < position(LHS(Eql_df2),L)) then 
9: append Eql_dfl to the result; 
10: call HD_DISJUNCT(tail(disjl_dfl), disjl_df2, L); 
11: else 
12: append Eql„df2 to the result; 
13: call HD_DISJUNCT(disjl_dfl, tail(disjl_df2), L); 
14: end if 
df2 to the result and repeat the process recursively (lines 11 to 13). The HDJDISJUNCT 
function is defined in HOL: 
\-def (HD_DISJUNCT [] L2 L3 = L2) A 
(HD_DISJUNCT ( h d l : : t l l ) [] L3 = ( h d l : : t l l ) ) A 
(HD_DISJUNCT ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) L3 = 
if (HD hdl = HD hd2) then 
i f ( TL hdl = TL hd2) then 
hdl :: HD_DISJUNCT til tl2 L3 
else 
[] : : HD_DISJUNCT [] [] L3 
else if (position L3 (HD hdl)<position L3 (HD hd2)) then 
hdl :: HD_DISJUNCT til (hd2::tl2) L3 
else 
hd2 :: HD_DISJUNCT (hdl::tll) tl2 L3 ) 
where the pos i t ion function is used to check the order as described in Appendix A.2. 
Finally, the conjunction operation is embedded in HOL as: 
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\-def Vdfl df2 L. CONJ_ALG df l df2 L = 
(if d f l = TRUE then STRIP_DF_list df2 
e l s e ( i f df2 = TRUE then STRIP_DF_list d f l 
e l s e ( i f d f l = FALSE then STRIP_DF_list d f l 
e l s e ( i f df2 = FALSE then STRIP_DF_list df2 
e l s e TAKEJTO DF_CONJ (STRIP_DF_list d f l ) (STRIP_DF_list df2) 
(union (STRIP_Fun d f l ) (STRIP_Fun df2)) L ) ) ) ) ) 
We mentioned that the function STRIP_DF_list is used to translate a DF into a list 
format, while the function STRIP_Fun is used to extract the arguments of cross-term 
and store them in a list. 
E x a m p l e 
The following example is used for illustration. The circuit consists of two abstract vari-
ables count and n-count, three symbol functions inc-Fun, dec-Fun and eqz^Fun. The 
inc-Fun and dec^Fun take as an input count of abstract sort and produce inc_Fun(count) 
and dec_Fun(count) an abstract output. The cross-function eqz^Fun takes count as an 
input and produces a concrete output of sort boot The input y of the circuit and count 
is the output of the circuit as represented by MDG1. MDG2 represent another circuit 
similar to MDG1 in addition to an input /of concrete sort and an abstract variable w 
as shown in Figure 4.2. The order list given as: [" / " ; "y"; " eqz-Fun"; " wn;" n-count" ]. 
Our objective is to apply the conjunction on dfl and df2. We defined the directed 
formulae dfl and df2 representing MDG1 and MDG2 in HOL, respectively. 
va l d f l = "DF1(DISJ "mdgl (DISJ ~mdg3 (C0NJ1 ~mdg8) ) ) " 
va l df2 = "DF1 (DISJ "mdg7 (DISJ ~mdg9 (C0NJ1 ~mdglO)) )" 
After this step, applying the CON.LALG on both DFs will result: 
[[[" / " ! " 0"]; [" if;" 0"]; [" w";"inc-Fun"}: ["n..count";"inc-Furi"}]; 
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MDG1 
dfl = ((y^O) A (n_count - inc_Fun{count))) V 
((y=1) A (eqz_Fun(count) = 0) A (n_coimt " dec_Fun(count))) V 
((y=1) A (eqz_Fun(count) = 1) A (n_count = count)) 
MDG2 
df2 = ((f=0) A (y=0) A (n_count = inc_Fun(counl))) V 
((f=0)A(y=1) A (eqz_Fun(count) = 0) A (w = dec_Fun(count))) V 
((f=0)A(y=1) A (eqz_Fun(count)=1) A (w = count)) 
Figure 4.2: MDG1 and MDG2 
[P7";"0"]; C'y";"l"]; ["eg,z_FW;"0"]; ["tw";"dec_FW']; ['n^c-unf;" dec„Fun"}}; 
[["/";"0"]; ["y";"l"]; ["egz_Frm";"l"]; ['w";"count"]; ["n^ount";" count"}}} 
and its MDG is shown in Figure 4.3: 
4.2 The Relational Product (RelP) Operation 
The RelP operation is used to compute the sets of states reachable in one transition 
from one sets of states (image computation). It combines conjunction and existential 
quantification. 
In terms of DF's, the RelP takes as inputs two DFs Pi, 1 < i < 2, of types 
U-i —> V% a n d a s e t of variables E to be existentially quantified, and produces a DF 
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dft l\ <S2 = (jf^O) A f y=0) A (w = incFun(counl) A (n_count = inc_Fun(court))) V 
((f=0)A(y=1) A (eqz_Fun(count)=G) A (w=dec_Fun(count))A(n_coun!=dec_Fun(counl)\/ 
((1=0)A(y=1) A (eqzFun(count) = 1) A (w = count)A(n_count=coiint)) 
Figure 4.3: MDG1 CONJ MDG2 
R = RelP ({Pi}i<i<2,E) such that: 
\=R*((3E)( A P^ (4.2) 
Ki<2 
The operation computes the conjunction of the Pi and existentially quantifies the 
variables in E. For 1 < i < j' < 2, Vt and Vj must not have any abstract variables in 
common. The result of computing conjunction and existentially quantification would 
be a DF of type (|J1<i<2 C/ i ) \ ( lU< 2 V) - ( ( I U < 2 K)\E). 
4.2.1 The RelP Constraints: 
The RelP constraints will be the same as mentioned in the conjunction operation. 
A new condition is added: the set of variables to be existentially quantified must 
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be primary variables of at least one of the DFs. The result of the operation must 
be a well-formed DF representing the conjunction of dfl and df2 and existentially 
quantifies with respect to the set of variables (post-condition). 
4.2.2 The RelP Embedding: 
In order to formalize the RelP operation, we are going to use the embedded conjunc-
tion operation in Section 4.1 to get the conjunction of two DFs. Then we embed 
the extra condition regarding the set of variables E to be existentially quantified over 
the result of the conjunction operation by calling the function EXIST_QUANT as shown 
below: 
\-def (EXIST_QUANT [] (hd2 : : t l 2 ) = [ ] ) A 
(EXIST_QUANT ( h d l : : t l l ) [ ] = ( h d l : : t l l ) ) A 
(EXIST_QUANT ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) = 
EXIST.QUANT (EXIST_QUANT1 ( h d l : : t l l ) [ h d 2 ] ) t l 2 ) 
where EXIST_QUANT1 is a function used to quantify one variable over the conjunction 
result. Then, the RelP function is defined as: 
\~def Vdfl df2 LI L2. (RelP_ALG dfl df2 LI L2 = 
EXIST.QUANT (CONJ_ALG dfl df2 LI) L2) 
Using the embedding of the conjunction operation simplifies the formalization 
and shows the reusability of our embedding and proof. 
Example 
Lets back to the example in Section 4.1.2. The set of variables to be quantified is 
given as: [" fr'-."n-count"]. Our objective is to apply the relational product on dfl 
and df2. Applying the RelP_ALG on both dfl and df2 will result: 
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[[["y";"0"];["w";"mc_FW']]; 
[[" y";" 1" ]; [" aqz-Fun"; " 0" ]; [" wn; " dec-Fun" ]]; 
[ [ V ; " l " ] ; p 'e^_Fwn";"l"]; ["«;"; "couni"]]] 
and its MDG is shown in Figure 4.4: 
RelP(df1 ,df2,(I.n_Counl)) = ((y=0f A (w = inc_Fun(Counl|) V 
((y=1) A leqz Fun(counl)=0) A (w=dec Fun(count))) V 
((y=1) A (eqz Fon(count) ^ 1) A jw = count)) 
Figure 4.4: MDG1 RelP MDG2 
4.3 The Disjunction Operation 
The example shown in Figure 4.5 is for two MDGs with the same root label. We add 
a redundant concrete edge which requires that the same abstract primary variable is 
present along all paths. In terms of DF's, the disjunction operation takes as inputs 
Figure 4.5: The disjunction operation 
two DFs Pu \<i< 2, oft} rpes Ui —> V, and produces a DF R = Disj {{Pi}i<i<2 )of 
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type (Ui<i<2 Ui) -> v s u c h t h a t : 
(= R * ( \ / fl) (4-3) 
l< i<2 
The operation computes the disjunction of its n inputs in one pass and note that this 
operation requires that all the Pt, 1 < i < 2, have the same set of abstract primary 
variables. If two DFs Pi, P2 do not have the same set of abstract primary variables, 
then there is no DF R such that |= R o (Pi V P2). 
4.3.1 The Disjunction Constraints: 
Again, we have two types of constraints. The first type is the same as described in the 
conjunction constraints. The second type can be summarized in the following items: 
1. The abstract variables in both DFs must be the same otherwise, the disjunction 
cannot be computed. This condition can be checked by comparing the abstract 
variables in any disjunct of both DFs, since both DFs are well-formed. For 
example, there is no DF representing a formula that is logically equivalent to 
(x = a) V (y = b), where x and y are abstract variables and a and b are distinct 
generic constants. 
2. If the two DFs have different root labels, but the label that comes first in the 
node-label order is a concrete variable x or a cross-term, we can revert to the 
case where the labels are the same by adding a redundant node labeled x at the 
top of the DF (not labeled by x). 
Indeed, the roots of DFs must have the same label, otherwise the label that 
comes first in node-label ordering must be a concrete variable or cross-term; then the 
disjunction operation is applied recursively. The result of the algorithm must be a 
well-formed DF representing dfl and df2 disjunction (post-condition). 
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4.3.2 The Disjunction Embedding: 
Similarly, we embed the disjunction operation in HOL as we did in the conjunction 
operation. The detailed algorithm is given in Algorithm 3. 
Algorithm 3 DISJ-ALG (dfl, df2, L) 
1: if terminal DF then 
2: return result; 
3: else if (STRIP_ABS1_DF dfl = STRIP_ABS1_DF df2) t hen 
4: DF_DIS JUNCTION (dfl, df2, L) 
5: else 
6: return empty list; 
7: end if 
Algorithm 3 starts with two well-formed DFs and an order list L. The resulting 
DF is constructed recursively and ended when a terminal DF (true or false) is reached 
(lines 1 and 2). Line 3 checks the equality of the abstract variables in both DFs. 
If they are equal, then (line 4) determines the disjunction of two DFs by calling 
DF_DISJUNCTION. Otherwise, the algorithm returns empty list (line 6). The function 
DFJ)ISJUNCTION is defined in HOL as given below: 
Hde/ (DF_DISJUNCTION ( h d l : : t l i ) [] L = [] ) A 
(DF_DISJUNCTION [] (hd2: : t l 2 ) L = [] ) A 
(DF_DISJUNCTION ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) L = 
union (FLAT(DF_DISJUNCT1 (hdl : : t l l ) (hd2: : t l 2 ) D ) 
(FLAT(DF_DISJUNCT1 ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) ( h d l : : t i l ) L))) 
where the function DF.DISJUNCT1 applies the conjunction to find any similarity 
between the two DFs. Otherwise, it adds the disjuncts of dfl that does not appear in 
df2. DF_DISJUNCT1 is similar to HD_DISJUNCT used in conjunction operation. Again 
we re-apply DFJDISJUNCT1 on df2 and dfl to cover all disjuncts of both DFs. Then, 
we take the union of DF_DISJUNCTl(dfl, df2, L) and DF_DISJUNCTl(df2, dfl, L), where 
DF-DISJUNCT1 is defined as: 
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\-def (DF_DISJUNCT1 [] ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) L = [ ] ) A 
(DFJHSJUNCT1 ( h d l : : t l l ) [] L = [] ) A 
(DF_DISJUNCT1 ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) L = 
i f ( (pos i t ion L (HD (HD h d l ) ) ) = ( p o s i t i o n L (HD (HD hd2) ) ) ) then 
DF_DISJUNCT ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) L 
e l s e i f ( (pos i t ion L (HD(HD h d l ) ) ) < (pos i t i on L (HD (HD h d 2 ) ) ) ) then 
(DF_DISJUNCT ( h d l : : t i l ) (FLAT(APPEND_LIST 
(UNION_HD_list(HD_list(hdl: : t l l ))) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) ) ) L) 
e l s e 
(DF_DISJUNCT (FLAT(APPEND_LIST 
(UNI0N_HD_list(HD_list(hd2: : t l 2 ) ) ) ( h d l : : t l l ) ) ) (hd2: : t l 2 ) D ) 
The disjunction operation is defined in HOL as: 
\-def Vdfl df2 L. DISJ_ALG df l df2 L = 
( if (dfl = TRUE) V (df2 = TRUE) then [[["TRUE"]]] 
e l s e ( i f (dfl = FALSE) A (df2 = FALSE) then [[["FALSE"]]] 
e l s e (if d f l = FALSE then STRIP_DF_list df2 
e l s e ( i f df2 = FALSE then STRIP_DF_list d f l 
e l s e (if FLAT (STRIP_ABS_DF df l ) = FLAT (STRIP_ABS_DF df2) then 
UNION_HD_list (DF_DISJUNCTION(STRIP_DF_list d f l ) (STRIP_DF_list df2)L) 
e l s e [ ] ) ) ) ) ) 
Example 
The following example is a subset of the circuit description in Section 4.1.2. Given 
MDG1 and MDG2 as shown in Figure 4.6. 
The order list given as: ["/";"y";"eg2_Ftm";"n_cotmf ]. Our objective is to 
apply the disjunction on both DFs. Applying the DISJ.ALG on both DFs will result: 
[[["/";"0"]; ["y";"0"]; [,njMunt";"incJ,unn]]; 
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= <<y=1> A (eqz_Fun(count) = 0) A (n_counl = d ec_Fun (count )>) V d12 = «f=0)A{y=0) A (n__count = inc_Fun{count)» V 
((y=1) A (eqz_ Fun (count) = 1) A (n_count = count)) t(f=0) A (y= l ) A (eqz_Fun (count) = 0) A (n_count = dec_Fun (count))) 
Figure 4.6: MDG1 and MDG2 
[[" / " ; " 0" ]; [" y";" 1" ]; [" eqz-Fun";" 0" ]; [" ruzount";" dee-Fun"}}; 
[["/";"0"]; [ V ; " l " ] ; [ " e^_FW; ' ' l " ] ; ['n-count';"count"]}) 
and its MDG is shown in Figure 4.7. 
dfl V df2 = ((f=0) A (y=0) A (n_count = inc_Fun(count))) V 
((t=0)A(y=1) A (eqz_Fun(count) = 0) A (n_coun! = dec_Fun(count))) V 
((f=0)A<y=1) A (eqz_Fun(count) = 1) A (n_coun - counl)) 
Figure 4.7: MDG1 DISJ MDG2 
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4.4 The Pruning by Subsumption (PbyS) Opera-
tion 
The pruning by subsumption operation is used in checking set inclusion (fixed point 
detection and in invariant checking); Frontier set simplification. In Figure 4.8 an 
example is shown: Q = PbyS(NS,R). In NS, the path of the concrete variable c, 
labeled by 0, is subsumed by R. Thus, it will be removed from Q. The other path, 
labeled by 1, cannot be removed and appears in Q. Informally, it removes all the 
paths of N from Q. In terms of DF's, the PbyS takes as inputs two DFs P and Q 
Figure 4.8: The PbyS operation 
of types U —• V\ and U —> V2 respectively, where U contains only abstract variables 
that do not participate in the symbol ordering, and produces a DF R = PbyS (P, Q) 
of type U —> Vi derivable from P by pruning (i.e. by removing some of the disjoints) 
such that: 
h R V (3E)Q O P V (3E)Q (4.4) 
The disjuncts that are removed from P are subsumed by Q, hence the name of the 
algorithm. 
Since R is derivable from P by pruning, after the formulae represented by R 
and P have been converted to DNF, the disjuncts in the DNF of R are a subset of 
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those in the DNF of P. Hence f= R => P. And, from (4.4), it follows tautologically 
that (= (P A ^ {3E)Q) => R. Thus we have 
h (F A -.(3£)Q ^R)A(R=>P) 
We can then view i? as approximating the logical difference of P and (3E)Q, this 
approximation may lead to non-termination problem ( see [88] for more details). In 
general, there is no DF logically equivalent to P A ->(3E)Q. If R is F, then it follows 
tautologically from (4.4) that \= P => (3E)Q. 
4.4.1 The PbyS Constraints: 
Unlike the previous operations, the constraints for PbyS requires as inputs two well-
formed DFs of types U —> Vi and U —* V2, respectively. Also, an order list L 
that represents the union of the two DFs order lists (pre-conditions) is needed. The 
constraint related to the execution is: the list of variables U should contain only 
abstract variables that do not participate in L. The result of the algorithm must be 
a well-formed DF that represents the pruning by subsumption of dfl and df2, and of 
the same type as dfl U —> V\ (post-condition). 
4.4.2 The PbyS Embedding: 
The embedding of the PbyS is explained in Algorithm 4. It starts with two 
well formed DFs and order list L. The resulting DF is constructed recursively and 
ended when a terminal DF (true or false) is reached (lines 1 and 2). Line 3 checks the 
equality of both RHS abstract variables of dfl and df2. If they are equal, then the 
algorithm checks if those abstract variables are not included in the order list L using 
the function IS_ABS_IN_ORDER (line 4). Otherwise, it returns an empty list (line 10). If 
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if terminal DF then 
return result; 
else if (STRIP_ABS_RHS_DF dfl = STRIP_ABS_RHS_DF df2) then 
if (STRIP_ABS_RHS_DF dfl £ L) then 
call DF_PbyS(dfl, df2); 
else 
return empty list; 
end if 
else 
return empty list; 
end if 
the condition is satisfied, then the algorithm determines the pruning by subsumption 
of the two DFs by calling DF.PbyS function (line 5). Otherwise, the algorithm returns 
an empty list (line 7). The DF_PbyS function is defined recursively in HOL as given 
below: 
\-def (DF_PbyS [] L = [ ] ) A 
(DF_PbyS ( h d l : : t l i ) [] L = ( h d l : : t l l ) ) A 
(DF_PbyS ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) _ ( h d 4 : : t l 4 ) ( h d 5 : : t l 5 ) L = 
(DF_PbyS ( h d l : : t i l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) _ ( h d 4 : : t l 4 ) ( h d 5 : : t l 5 ) L = 
i f ((FLAT(hd4::tl4) = []) = (FLAT(hd5: : t l5)=[] ) ) then 
DF_PbyS ( h d l : : t l l ) (hd2: : t l 2 ) [] [] [] L 
e l s e 
PbyS_l ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) (h'd4: : t l 4 ) ( h d 5 : : t l 5 ) ) A 
(DF_PbyS ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) _ [] [] L = 
i f (IS_EL hdl ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) ) then 
DF_PbyS t i l ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) [] [] [] L 
e l s e 
hdl : : DF_PbyS t i l (hd2: : t l 2 ) [] [] [] L) 
The DF„PbyS function has two main cases: 
• The top symbol of dfl is not included in the symbols of df2, then df2 will not 
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subsumed dfl. 
• The top symbol of dfl and df2 are the same or the top symbol of dfl is included 
in the symbols of df2. We have three cases: 
— The common top symbol is a concrete variable, then its individual con-
stant (RHS) of every equation of dfl must be the same or included in df2, 
otherwise it will not subsumed by df2. 
— The common top symbol is an abstract variable, then its (RHS) will be 
either abstract variable, generic constant or abstract function. In this case, 
dfl will be subsumed by df2 with suitable substitution for the RHS and 
the arguments of the abstract function as specified in PbyS_l function. It 
checks the existence of the first disjunct of dfl in df2. If it exists then the 
function will discard it (subsumed by df2). Otherwise the disjunct is added 
to the result (cannot be subsumed): 
\-def (PbyS_l [] ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) _ _ = [ ] ) A 
(PbyS_l ( h d l : : t l l ) [] _ _ = ( h d l : : t l l ) ) A 
(PbyS_l ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) L4 ( h d 5 : : t l 5 ) = 
i f (PbyS_2 hdl (hd2: : t l 2 ) L4 ( h d 5 : : t l 5 ) = []) then 
PbyS_l t i l ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) L4 ( h d 5 : : t l 5 ) 
e l s e 
PbyS_2 hdl ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) L4 ( h d 5 : : t l 5 ) : : 
PbyS_l t i l ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) L4 ( h d 5 : : t l 5 ) ) 
The function PbyS_2 is defined in Appendix A.5. 
— The common top symbol is cross-operator, then its individual constant 
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(RHS) of every equation of dfl must be the same or included in df2, oth-
erwise it will not subsumed by df2. Note that, the arguments of the cross-
operator might be substituted. 
Finally, the pruning by subsumption operation is: 
\-def Vdfl df2 L. PbyS_ALG df l df2 L = 
i f (dfl = TRUE) then [[["FALSE"]]] 
e l s e i f (df2 = TRUE) t hen [[["FALSE"]]] 
e l s e i f (dfl = FALSE) then [[["FALSE"]]] 
e l s e i f (df2 = FALSE) then (STRIP_DF_list d f l ) 
e l s e i f (IS_ABS_IN_ORDER(FLAT(STRIP_ABS_RHS_DF d f 2 ) ) L = [ ] ) then 
if (lS_ABS_IN_ORDER(FLAT(STRIP_ABS_RHS_DF d f l ) ) L = [ ] ) then 
DF_PbyS (STRIP_DF_list d f l ) (STRIP_DF_list df2) 
(union (STRIP_Fun d f l ) (STRIP_Fun df2)) 
(HD_l_abs(STRIP_DF_l_abs_list d f l ) ) 
(HD_l_abs(STRIP_DF_l_abs_list df2)) L 
e l s e 
[] 
e l s e 
[] 
4.4.3 The PbyS Performance: 
In this section, we present the performance of the PbyS operation. The results are 
carried out using a Sun server with Solaris 5.7 OS and 6 GB memory. We analyze the 
required time for generating a result from PbyS by applying it over two well-formed 
DFs. One DF has a size of 182 disjuncts with a 32 equations in each disjunct. For 
the results given in Table 4.1, in each run we increase the size of the disjunct and 
measure the execution time. 
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As a result, the execution time is increased when the number of disjuncts is 
increased. This is due to the increase in the DF size in terms of the number of 
disjuncts. 
Figure 4.9 shows the results of the execution time vs. number of disjuncts. We 
note that the execution time is almost linear which emphasizes the effectiveness and 
the powerful of our embedding. The average execution time is 10.0. We consider this 
time is normal because of the overhead of the theorem prover. 
4.5 The Correctness Proof 
In general, we have two kinds of theorems: one theorem regarding the correctness 
proof of each MDG operation, and the other one for preserving the well-formedness of 
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Figure 4.9: The PbyS Performance 
between the operation specification and its implementation in HOL, while the well-
formedness to ensure the obtained MDG representation is canonical. 
Theorem 4.5.1 Operation Correctness 
ASSUME: 
1. dfl and df2 are well-formed DF. 
2. L is an order list equal to the union of dfl and df2 order lists. 
Then, the MDG operation of dfl and df2, and HOL logical operation of dfl and df2, 
are equivalent. 
Operation Correctness \- V dfl df2. 3L. Is-WelLFormed-DF dfl A 
Is-WelLFormed-DF df2 A (ORDER-LIST dfl df2 = L) =^ 
(LogicaLHOL-Opr dfl df2 = MDG.Opr.HOL dfl df2 L) 
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PROOF: 
By structural induction on dfl and df2 and rewriting rules. The goal is to prove the 
equivalence of MDG operation and HOL logical operation for these DF. However, 
the proof strategy is systematic as shown in Figure 4.10. It consists of feeding the 
same inputs to the logical HOL predefined operations and to the embedded MDG 
operations. The output of the embedded MDG operation MDG_0pr_H0L is well-formed 
DF. This DF will be compared with the output formulae of logical HOL operation 
Logical_H0L_0pr. We check the equivalence of both and prove it as a theorem using 
structural induction and rewriting rules. Moreover, this goal generates hundreds of 
subgoals since the proof takes all the cases of DF. The terminal cases are directly 
proved by applying the rewriting rule. Many base cases are generated, for example, 
in the case of the conjunction operation, the proof when both dfl and df2 are just an 
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Figure 4.10: Correctness Methodology 
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Lets back to our conjunction example in Section 4.1.2. It is easy to prove the 
correctness of the result by instantiating Theorem 4.5.1 to prove the below goal: 
V dfl df2. 3L. ((L= "f"; "y" ; "eqz_Fun" ; "n_count"; "w"]) A 
(dfl=~dfl) A (df2=~df2)) = > 
(Is_Well_Formed_DF dfl) A (Is_Well_Formed_DF df2) A 
(ORDER_LIST dfl df2 = L) ==> 
((C0NJ_L0GIC dfl df2 L) = DISJ_LIST(CONJ_ALG dfl df2 L) ) 
Theorem 4.5.2 Well-formedness Preservation 
ASSUME: 
1. dfl and df2 are well-formed DF. 
2. L is an order list equal to the union of dfl and df2 order lists. 
Then, the result of the MDG operation of dfl and df2 is well-formed. 
Preserving Well-formedness t- V dfl df2. 3L. Is.WelLFormed^DF dfl A 
Is.WelLFormed^DF df2 A (ORDER-LIST dfl df2 = L) => 
(Is-WelLFormed (MDG.Opr^HOL dfl df2 L)) 
PROOF: 
The goal is to prove that the result of the embedded MDG operation in HOL is well-
formed. The proof is conducted by structural induction on dfl and df2 and rewriting 
rules. D 
4.6 Embedding and Proof Discussion 
Technical difficulties may raise at this stage. To respect the formal logic of HOL, 
the formalization of the Directed Formulae in [88] has been modified. The new DF 
formalization is more suitable for HOL and avoid potential infinite loops. It ensures 
the reachability analysis termination when it should occur [6]. In fact, applying 
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induction on DF, with this modifications, ameliorate the reasoning with the MDG 
structure in HOL. This is one of the contributions of our work. Also, because the 
number of subgoals generated is big, modifying one definition may change the flow 
of the proof as shown in Appendix A.2. Finally, the proof goes through all the 
operational definitions of each operation and gives us more confidence about our 
embedding. 
In fact, the conjunction operation has consumed most of the proof preparation 
effort. Most of the definitions and proofs were reused in the proof of the other oper-
ations, especially the relational product operation. The embedding of MDG syntax 
and the verification of MDG operations sums up to 14000 lines of HOL codes. The 
complexity of the proof is related mainly to the MDG structure, and the recursive 
definitions of MDG operations. 
Moreover, some useful properties can be proved based on our formalization. For 
example, to check whether a set of states is a subset of another set of states, we used 
the PbyS operation to prove this equality as shown in Lemma 2 in Appendix A.5. 
Other properties can be proved over the conjunction and disjunction operations such 
as associativity and commutativity. 
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Chapter 5 
Formalization of MDG 
Reachability Analysis 
In this chapter, we present a HOL formalization of the MDG reachability analysis. 
This formalization is based on our embedding of MDG syntax and operations in HOL. 
First, we review the MDG reachability analysis [21]; followed by its definition in HOL 
along with a discussion on the technical challenges.Then, we use the MIN-MAX as 
an illustrative example for our reachability analysis embedding. Finally, a set of 
benchmarks has been conducted to ensure the applicability and the performance of 
the MDG-HOL platform. 
5.1 Reachability Analysis Algorithm 
The presence of uninterpreted symbols in the logic means that we must distinguish 
between a state machine M and its abstract description D in the logic. We call Ab-
stract State Machine a state machine given an abstract description in terms of DFs, 
or equivalently MDGs, as defined in [21]. 
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Definition 1. An abstract description of a state machine M is a tuple D = 
{X, Y, Z, Yr, IS, Tr, Or), where: 
• X : finite set of input variables, 
• Y : finite set of state variables, 
• Z : finite set of output variables, 
• Yr: finite set of next-state variables, 
• 75 : MDG of type [/0 —>• V, where UQ is a set of disjoint abstract variables, IS 
is the abstract description of the set of initial states, 
• Tr : MDG of type Xl)Y ^Yr. Tr is the abstract description of the transition 
relation, 
• Or : MDG of type X U Y —> Z. Or is the abstract description of the output 
relation. 
Algorithm 5 shows how the analysis of the reachable states of M can be per-
formed based on the abstract description D. 










R := IS; 
Q := IS; 
i := 0; 
while Q ^ F d o 
i := i + 1; 
IN := newJnputs(i); - Produce new inputs 
NS := nextstates(IN, Q,Tr); - Compute next s ta te 
Q := frontier(NS, R); - Set difference 
R := union(R, Q); Merge with set of s ta tes reached previously 
end while 
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Lines 1-3 initialize the algorithm by constructing the initial MDG structure. In 
line 4-10, the set of reachable states is computed within the while loop. The while loop 
terminates when the frontier set (Q) becomes empty (F). In line 6, a new MDG input is 
produced. In line 7, the function nextstate computes the next state using the RelP 
operation which takes as assignment the MDGs representing the set of inputs, the 
current state and the transition relation, respectively. The function frontier, in line 
8, computes the set difference using the PbyS operation. This operation approximates 
the set difference between the newly reachable state in the current iteration from the 
reachable state in the first iteration. Finally, in line 9, the set of all reachable states 
so far is computed. 
5.2 Formalization of Reachabili ty Analysis 
We show here the steps to formalize the set of reachable states of an abstract state 
machine in HOL. The important difference is that we are using our embedded DF 
operators at a higher level. At this stage, the proof expert reasons directly in terms 
of DF, the internal list representation that we have used in the proof of operations is 
completely encapsulated. 
Since reachability analysis may not terminate in general, it's impossible to prove 
a general theorem which states the existence of a fixpoint for all circuits. However, we 
defined a conversion which returns a goal to be proven interactively using induction 
for a given circuit (DF). If we succeed to prove the goal, then we can conclude that the 
reachability analysis terminates. The general fixpoint goal has the following format: 
3n0. Vn. (n>nO) = > 
(Re_An (SUC n) I Q Tr E Ren L R = Re_An n I Q Tr E Ren L R) 
where nO is the number of iterations needed to reach a fixpoint and the Re„An function 
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represents the MDG reachability analysis with the following parameters: the set of 
input variables / , the set of initial states Q, the transition relation TV, the set of 
variables to be quantified E, the state variables to be renamed Ren, the order list L 
and the initial reachable states R. 
The function Re_An is defined in HOL (Appendix A.6) by calling the recursive 
function RA_n with the circuit parameters. The function RA_n represents the set of 
reachable states and includes the following functions: 
• The Next_State function: computes the set of next states reached from a set of 
given states with respect to the transition relation of the circuit. The result is 
obtained using the DF relational product operator RelP(Q,Tr). 
• The Front ier .Step function: checks if all the states reachable by the machine 
are already visited. The is done by using the PbyS(RelP(Q,Tr) ,R) operator. If 
the result is the empty set, then the reachability analysis terminates. Otherwise, 
it returns the new frontier set. 
• The Union_Step function: merges the output of Frontier_Step with the set of 
states reached previously using the PbyS and disjunction operators. 
Those functions are encapsulated in one function called Reach_Step to represent the 
first iteration of the MDG reachability analysis algorithm. 
Then, the ReJm terminates if we reach a fixpoint characterized by an empty 
frontier set. That for some particular n, say n=nO, eventually: 
RA_n (n+l) Circuit_Parameters = RA_n (n) Circuit_Parameters 
This condition is tested at each stage and raise an exception (fixpoint not yet reached) 
or return a success (the set of reachable states). 
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The proof of the reachability fixpoint depends on the structure of the circuit and 
cannot be considered as a general solution because of the non-termination problem. 
Indeed, the abstract representation and the uninterpreted function symbol may not 
lead the reachability analysis algorithm to terminate [21]. Thus, the MDG reacha-
bility computation is theoretically unbounded. Meanwhile, several practical solutions 
have been proposed to solve the non-termination problem. The authors in [6] related 
the problem to the nature of the analyzed circuit. Furthermore, they have character-
ized some mathematical criteria that leads explicitly to non-termination of particular 
classes of circuits. 
The reachability analysis conversion is general and can be applied to any DF 
of a circuit. What will change are only the DF and the set of initial states, if we 
consider the order list is given. The conversion shown by Algorithm 6 encapsulates 
the following steps: 
Algor i thm 6 Re_An Conversion (I, Q, Tr, E, Ren, L, R) 
1: Formalize the circuit parameters in terms of DF and check for WF: 
WF(Tr); WF(Q); WF(fl) 
2: Compute Reach_Step. 
3: Generate a fixpoint goal of Re_An. 
The algorithm takes as an input the circuit parameters. In line 1, we for-
malize those parameters in terms of DF and then check the well-formedness of all 
DFs (Tr, Q, R). In line 2, we compute one reachability computational step using the 
Reach_Step function. Finally, in line 3, we generate a fixpoint goal of Re_An. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that we compute the reachable states only for one iteration 
and then relying on the induction power in HOL we prove the existence of a fixpoint. 
However, this fixpoint may not exist for some particular circuits. Furthermore, the 
selection of nO is based on the knowledge and the heuristic of the circuit since the 
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induction is not explicitly identified as illustrated by the MIN-MAX example. 
5.3 Example: The MIN-MAX revisited 
The MIN-MAX state machine has two input variables: / = [[["x"; "r"]]], set of initial 
states: 
Q — [((c = 1) A (m = max) A (M = min))} 
three state variables to be renamed: Ren = [[" c";" n^c"]; [" m";"rum"]; [" M";" n^Mr'}], 
set of variables to be quantified: E = ["r"; "c"; "m"; "M"], the order list: L = 
["r";"c";"n_c";"m";"n_m"; "M"; "nJd"; "x"; nleq.Fun"] and the initial reachable 
state R = Q. 
Then, we applied the reachability analysis conversion steps mentioned in Algo-
rithm 6: 
The first step: formalize the MIN-MAX circuit in terms of DF and check the 
well-formedness conditions by applying the predicate Is_Well_Formed_DF (conversion 
tactic) on (TV, Q, R) as shown in 3.4. 
The second step: we apply only one Reach_Step to compute the next reachable 
state as explained in Algorithm 6, the reachable states are: 
Rl = [((c = 0) A (TO = xl) A (M = xl)) V 
((c = 1) A (m = max) A (M = min))] 
The third step: the MDG reachability analysis Re_An is performed by calling 
RA_n with the MIN-MAX parameters. Re_An terminates if we reach a fixpoint char-
acterized by an empty frontier set. That for some particular n, say n=nO, eventually: 
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RA_n (n+1) MinMax_Parameters = RA_n (n) MinMax_Parameters 
We prove how a fixpoint is reached after nO iterations by instantiating the pa-
rameters of MIN-MAX. We achieve a fixpoint after three Reach_Step calls (n0= 2) 
as shown by the following theorem: 
Fixpoint h 3n0. Vn. (n>nO) = > 
(Re_An (SUC n) "I ~Q ~Tr "E "Ren "L ~R = Re_An n "I ~Q ~Tr ~E "Ren "L ~R) 
The base step is straightforward and the induction step is carried out by rewriting 
rules. 
Finally, the reachable states at the third iteration is the same as R2: 
R2 = [((c = 0) A (m = xl) A (M = x2)) A {leq„Fun(xl,x2) = 0) V 
((c = 0) A (m = x2) A (M = xl)) A (leq.Fun(x2) xl) = 1) V 
((c = 1) A (m = max) A (M — rnin))} 
5.4 The MDG-HOL Platform 
We support our platform by experimental results executed on different benchmarks. 
Indeed, our results shows that such an embedding offers a considerable gain compared 
to the automatic approach of model checking tool. However, a huge investment in 
time should be spent in developing the theory and proving the necessary theorems in 
theorem provers. 
We consider four cases from the MDG benchmark suites in order to measure 
the performance of MDG-HOL. The case studies cover two small benchmarks: MIN-
MAX and Abstract Counter, one intermediate benchmark: Look-Aside Interface (LA-
1) [63], and one large benchmark: Island Tunnel Controller (ITC) [91]. The perfor-
mance is measured in terms of full reachability analysis for these models. Tables 5.1 
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and 5.2 compare the number of nodes, number of functions the memory usage, reach-
ability analysis time, and human effort generated by MDG-HOL and FormalCheck 
(V2.3) [17] model checking, respectively, run on a Sun enterprize server with Solaris 
5.7 OS and 6.0 GB memory. The reachability time is measured in FormalCheck by 
estimating the average reachability time for the set of all properties associated with 
the design. 
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Figure 5.1: MDG-HOL and FormalCheck Small Benchmarks 
Figure 5.1 shows that the number of nodes and number of functions of the MDG 
are smaller than its corresponding generated by FormalCheck for small benchmarks 
(i.e. MIN-MAX and Abstract Counter). This is due to the absence of Boolean 
encoding, i.e. we don't encode the values of model variables. On the other hand, the 
computation time for the reachability analysis is better in the case of FormalCheck. 
This is normal because of the overhead of the theorem prover. 
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Figure 5.2: MDG-HOL and FormalCheck Big Benchmarks 
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As the size of the benchmark increases, the MDG-HOL gives much better results 
since it does not take a lot of time to load the fixpoint theorem and also the memory 
usage is negligible as shown in Figure 5.2. However, the number of Formal Check 
allocated nodes tends to be greater and hence have a negative impact on computation 
reachability analysis time and memory usage. The trade off between MDG-HOL 
and FormalCheck is the human effort since it took almost five days to prove fixpoint 
for small benchmarks and three weeks for the 1TC benchmark compared to few hours 
using the FormalCheck. This comes from the fact that theorem provers are interactive 
while model checkers are automatic. 
In fact, the performance of the MDG-HOL is considerable, but it cannot replace 
current model checking tools as it fails to obtain fixpoint proof without major human 
efforts. However, a huge investment in time should be spent in developing the theory 
and proving the necessary theorems in theorem provers. 
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Chapter 6 
Applications and Case Studies 
The last decades has seen a remarkable advancement in model checking technology. 
Still in todays hundreds million gates designs, the size of the over all model is beyond 
the capability of any model checking tool. The solution is to develop synergies between 
various verification methodologies, and between design and verification, in order to 
achieve high level coverage. 
Model reduction approaches are used to reduce the model size prior to verifi-
cation. These approaches are based on abstract interpretation which supports the 
reduction of a system under verification to a more abstract and smaller one. This 
means if the property holds for the reduced system, it holds for the original one as 
well. 
The tendency in design methodologies is to define new paradigms based on 
higher level of abstraction. The design is described using different level of details: 
system level, process level, communication level before the implementation at RTL 
level [18]. The assume-guarantee paradigm, among other techniques, is a known 
reduction technique [19] that has been used in several paradigm to reduce model 
checking CPU and memory usage. 
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Paradoxically, the effort and advancement in formal verification tools is, for the 
first time, against the concept of rising the abstraction level. In fact, most of the 
efforts today are spent on developing Satisfiability Checking (SAT) based tools to 
perform several forms of model checking as they are less sensitive to the problem sizes 
and the state explosion problem of classical BDDs based model checkers. However, the 
concept of verification by SAT is a pure low level paradigm. In fact, the transition 
relation is encoded with the property in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF); every 
individual bit of very data signal must be encoded by a separate Boolean variable, 
causing the size of CNF to grow considerably with the number of variables. The 
next step is to apply a search algorithm that tries to prove the SAT or the UNSAT 
of the CNF formula through variant and mutation of the Davis-Putnam-Loveland-
Logemann (DPLL) algorithm [26]. The limit of SAT solvers is annually pushed with 
more and more smart tricks and heuristics with SAT solvers competition that feed 
this tendency. The result is a remarkable advancement that have been achieved by 
bit-blasting of high level designs into CNF in order to apply SAT as shown in [12]. 
The center of interest of all these methods is performance, they don't provide 
any guarantee that the reduction or optimization heuristics are sound and applied 
correctly. In fact, most of the abstraction techniques steps for SAT bit-blasting or 
heuristics steps to optimize SAT solvers are not derived though proof theory or logical 
operations which is considered as a gap between the sound model checking concept 
and these optimized tools. At this stage, Automatic Theorem Prover (ATP) are more 
advantageous. In fact, in the ATP each lemma should be derived from existing lemmas 
and theorems before using it inside the ATP system. However, the use of ATP is still 
considered difficult and time consuming because of the undecidability problem. Some 
solutions aims to define model checking automatic verification inside ATP for example 
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Amjad in [7]. 
In this chapter, we propose a reduction methodology based on our MDG-HOL 
platform that combines an automatic high level model checking tool within the HOL 
theorem prover. The idea is to use the consistency of the specifications to verify if 
the reduced model is faithful to the original one. We use the MDG-HOL platform to 
prune the transition relation of the circuits to produce a smaller one that is fed to the 
MDG model checker. Then, using High Order Logic we check automatically if the 
reduction technique is soundly applied. The methodology verifies the soundness of the 
verification output and not the reduction algorithm itself (non-decidable problem). 
In Section 6.1, we give a background of the model reduction techniques and the 
related work to ours. In Section 6.2, we overview the SAT-MDG reduction methodol-
ogy of the Island Tunnel Controller. Finally, the verification of assume-guarantee in 
MDG-HOL of the Look-Aside Interface and the Island Tunnel Controller are presented 
in Section 6.3. 
6.1 Model Reduction Techniques 
Model reduction techniques attempt to reduce the size of the model to be checked. 
There has been extensive research on state space reduction either for both hardware 
and software systems. For example, we cite reduction compositional reasoning [53], 
the symbolic representation of states and states transitions [82], state abstraction 
[61], partial order reduction [83], symmetry reduction [27] or hybrid techniques (com-
binations of these methods). Those issues and others are surveyed in [19]. 
Another category of techniques are property-based reduction techniques. Such 
techniques target the property being checked by using it to simplify the design under 
verification [43]. SAT techniques are lower-level techniques that seek to improve the 
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execution of the underlying BDDs engine or SAT solver by exploiting the structure 
of the model and/or the property [45]. 
The reduction techniques mentioned above come mostly from the model checking 
world. From theorem proving world and from the point of view of temporal specifica-
tions, there are two types of induction that can be applied. One is induction on time, 
and the other is induction on the data structures. Safety properties in theorem prov-
ing are often proven by induction on time. First, one proves that the property holds 
in the initial states (the base of the induction), and then, assuming that the property 
holds in some arbitrary state, one proves that all the states in its transition image also 
satisfy this property (inductive step). Since the original property is rarely inductive 
(not strong enough to satisfy the inductive step), it is often necessary to strengthen 
the invariant before it can be proven. In fact, the theorem prover expert manages 
this step by re-defining the system in an abstract manner where the model is param-
eterized and reduced in order to ease the induction proof. This task is usually the 
hardest and the not-automatic step in theorem proving based verification. Nowadays 
there are few tools that help compute inductive invariants automatically [10, 73]. 
We have chosen to concentrate on the hybrid reduction techniques. In this 
direction, Hazelhurst et al. presented in [39] an approach relying on the use of two 
industrial tools, one for symbolic trajectory evaluation (STE) [80] and one for symbolic 
model-checking. STE performs user-supplied initialization sequences and produces a 
parametric representation of the reached states set. The result must be systematically 
converted into a characteristic function form, before it can be fed to the model-checker 
[39]. 
In [77], the authors proposed a technique to construct a reduced MDGs model 
for circuits described at system level in VHDL. The simplified model is obtained using 
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a high level symbolic simulator called TheoSim [76], and by running an appropriate 
symbolic simulation patterns. Later, the authors proposed another technique based 
on SAT solver. They used a rewriting based SAT solver to produce a smaller model 
that is fed to the MDGs model checker. The work presented in this chapter provides 
a verification technique based on MDGs operations and the rewriting engine of the 
HOL theorem prover to verify the soundness of the reduced model. 
All these related work concentrate only on the optimization of the model checker 
performance. Even if some of these reduction techniques has been proven sound them-
selves, they do not provide any guarantee that the reduced model of a specific circuit 
is logically compliant to the original non-reduced one. In another word, they don't 
provide a way to verify that we have applied the reduction technique correctly. Our 
approach provides an answer for this particular problem by checking the compliance 
of the original and reduced model inside the theorem prover. According to our knowl-
edge, this is the first time that the theorem prover is used for this objective. 
6.2 SAT-MDG Reduct ion Verification 
6.2.1 B o o l e a n Satisfiabil ity 
The Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem is a well-known constraint satisfaction prob-
lem with many applications in computer-aided design, such as test generation, logic 
verification and timing analysis. Given a Boolean formula, the objective is to either 
find an assignment of 0-1 values to the variables so that the formula evaluates to true, 
or establish that such an assignment does not exist. The Boolean formula is typically 
expressed in CNF, also called product-of-sums form. Each sum term (clause) in the 
CNF is a sum of single literals, where a literal is a variable or its negation. An n-clause 
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is a clause with n literals. For example, (vi + v', + Vk) is a 3-clause. In order for the 
entire formula to evaluate to 1, each clause must be satisfied, i.e. evaluate to 1. 
The complexity of this problem is known to be NP-Complete [31]. In practice, 
most of the current SAT solvers are based on the Davis-Putnam algorithm [26]. The 
basic algorithm begins from an empty assignment, and proceeds by assigning a 0 or 1 
value to one free variable at a time. After each assignment, the algorithm determines 
the direct and transitive implications of that assignment on other variables, typically 
called Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP). If no contradiction is detected during 
the implication procedure, the algorithm picks the next free variable, and repeats the 
procedure. A conflict occurs when implications for setting the same variable to both 1 
and 0 are produced. Otherwise, the algorithm attempts a new partial assignment by 
complementing the most recently assigned variable for which only one value has been 
tried so far. This step is called backtracking. The algorithm terminates either when 
all clauses have been satisfied and a solution has been found, or when all possible 
assignments have been exhausted. The algorithm is complete in that it will find a 
solution if it exists. 
The modern SAT solvers GRASP [52] and rel-sat [9] independently contributed 
techniques for conflict analysis and conflict-driven learning. The SAT solvers SATO [89] 
and Chaff [59] improved the basic data structures for performing Boolean constraint 
propagation and making implications, which constitutes the computational core of 
Davis-Putnam based SAT solvers. The main idea was to avoid visiting all clauses 
that a variable appears in by keeping track of two watched literals that are non-false 
in each clause. 
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6.2.2 Combining SAT and MDG Methodology 
The SAT-MDG reduction technique uses an external rewriting based SAT engine 
developed within Mathematica to simplify DF by applying functional partitioning 
and synchronization detection [77]. The method starts with a system level design and 
a set of properties written in CMDG- AS shown in Figure 6.1, the transition relation is 
translated in terms of DF. Then an abstraction technique is applied to create a CNF 
formula and a set of associated truth assignments constraints is introduced: BDp. 
During this step a Boolean variables for every clause in the transition relation with 
suitable arguments (primary variables (LHS) and uninterpreted function arguments). 
Also additional constraints are specified between clauses with similar arguments in 
order to be mutual. From the properties, the set of reduction variables is extracted 
and fed with the BDF to the rewriting based SAT solver which will decide the truth 
assignment and the implication of this assignment and produce a reduced transition 
relation: Reduced BDF. Then, the Reduced BDF is translated to DF reduced transition 
relation. The obtained DF with the CMDG properties will be fed to the MDG Model 
Checker. The formal verification is performed then on this obtained reduced MDG 
using the existing MDG package. 
6.2.3 Abstracting CNF from DF 
Algori thm 7 C R E A T E C N F F O R M U L A ( S Y S T E M ) 
1: Formula = CreateLogicFormula(System); 
2: BoolFormula = replace each term in Formula with a predicate; 
3: Infer constraints between predicates: 
4: Transform predicate to Boolean variable; 
5: CNFFormula = ConvertToCNF(BoolFormula); 
6: Return CNFFormula; 
Algorithm 7 shows a sketch on how to obtain a transition relation in CNF. It 
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the Methodology 
first creates the transition relation in a general format at line 1. Assume the formula 
is 
((x = 3) A (y = 2)) V (Or = 5) A (y = 4)) (6.1) 
Line 2 will then introduce n predicates for every clause with LHS argument, so in the 
above formula four predicates are needed and the formula becomes (b\(x) A 62 (y)) V 
(63 (x) A 64(2/)). Line 3 introduces additional constraints such that clauses with a sim-
ilar LHS argument must be mutual. In this example we know that bi(x) and b3(x) 
cannot be true at the same time. Meanwhile, one of them has to be true, otherwise 
the formula cannot be satisfied (fri(x) © 63(x)). Similar constraints can be applied to 
b2(y) and 64(y). Therefore, the Boolean formula B{TrDF) and the truth assignment 
constraints are shown below: 
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B{TrDF) : {h{x) A b2{y)) V (h{x) A bA(y)) 
Constraints : {h{%) © h{x)) 
(My) ©Ms/)) 
In line 4, all dependencies are resolved and the predicates will be transformed to 
Boolean variables (i.e. b\(x) becomes bix). Note the Boolean formula is not in CNF 
yet. There exists linear algorithm to convert any Boolean formula to CNF [84], with 
additional variables introduced. As mentioned in line 5, the CNF representation for 
the above formula is: 
B(TrDF) : (6lx V b3x) A (b2y V b3x)A 
{bix V b4y) A {b2y V b4y) 
Constraints : (Uix V b'lx) A (bix V b3x) 
K V b'2y) A (b2y V b4y) 
6.2.4 Extracting Variables from Properties 
The approach to select a variable and assign it a value is based on (assumption) 
extracted from the dependent variables on the property and hence the resulting tran-
sition relation will be much smaller. In fact, SAT-MDG approach gives the possibility 
to assign a concrete variables to the inputs of the system. Thus, an important reduc-
tion is gained on the resulting transition relation which improves the performance of 
the MDG model checker in terms of memory and CPU time. 
Just as an example, if we assume that PI is dependent on 6 lx, then if the SAT 
solver decides blx to be true, then the implication we can get is: 
B(TrDF) : b2y 
Constraints : (b'4y V b'2y) A {b2y V b4y) 
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which represents a very small transition relation consisting of only 1 clause 
compared to the original one of 4 clauses, and hence improve the performance. 
6.2.5 Island Tunnel Controller (ITC) 
System Description 
The SAT-MDG technique has been demonstrated on the example of the Island Tunnel 
Controller (ITC) in [91], which was originally introduced by Fisler and Johnson [28]. 
The ITC controls the traffic lights at both ends of a tunnel based on the in-
formation collected by sensors installed at both ends of the tunnel: there is one lane 
tunnel connecting the mainland to an island. At each end of the tunnel, there is a 
traffic light as depicted in Figure 6.2. There are four sensors for detecting the presence 
of cars: one at tunnel entrance on the island side (ie), one at tunnel exit on the island 
side (ix), one at tunnel entrance on the mainland side (me), and one at tunnel exit on 
the mainland side (mx). In [28], the following constraint is imposed: at most sixteen 
cars may be on the island at any time. It is assumed that all cars are finite in length, 
that no car gets stuck in the tunnel, that cars do not exit the tunnel before entering 
the tunnel, that cars do not leave the tunnel entrance without traveling through the 
tunnel, and that there is sufficient distance between two cars such that the sensors 
can distinguish the cars. 
As shown in Figure 6.3, the specification of ITC is composed of three commu-
nication controllers and two counters: The Island Light Controller (ILC), the Tunnel 
Controller (TC), the Mainland Light Controller (MLC), the Island Counter and the 
Tunnel Counter (refer to [28] for the state transition diagrams of each component). 
The Island Light Controller (ILC) has four states: green, entering, red and exiting. 



















Figure 6.2: The Island Controller 
iu indicates that the cars from the island side are currently occupying the tunnel, and 
ir indicates that ILC is requesting the tunnel. The input iy requests the ILC to 
release control of the tunnel, and ig grants control of the tunnel from the island side 
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Tunnel Counter 
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Figure 6.3: Island Tunnel Controller Structure 
The Tunnel Counter (TC) processes the requests for access issued by ILC and 
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MLC. The Island Counter and the Tunnel Counter keep track of the car's number 
currently on the island and in the tunnel, respectively. For the tunnel controller, the 
counter tc is increased by 1 depending on tc+ or decremented by 1 depending on 
tc- unless it is already 0. The Island Counter operates in a similar way, except that 
increment and decrement depend on ic+ and ic-, respectively: one for the island lights, 
one for the mainland lights, and one tunnel controller that processes the requests for 
access issued by the other two controllers. 
Verification 
Table 6.1 compares the verification results of the original MDG model checking and 
the reduced one with soundness verification for five properties, run on a Sun enterprize 
server with Solaris 5.7 OS and 6.0 GB memory. Note that the soundness verification 
of the PbyS took less than 1 second added to the verification time. 
We note that the reduction gain depends on the properties. The best gain in 
performance is obtained with property P3 where the time is reduced by 6.7 times the 
original one and the memory is reduced by a factor of 9.3 times. The worst case is the 
property PI where the time is reduced by 1.2 times the original one and the memory 
reduction is not profitable. 
In the case of property PI the assumptions and the functionality tested needs 
several runs (when using our SAT reduction as case splitting). The sum of these runs 
for this particular case is a little bit lower to a single run without reduction. For P3, 
case splitting was really much more efficient. These differences show the sensitivity of 
the reduction technique to the property verified. Note that the soundness verification 
using the PbyS operation took less than 10 seconds added to the average time. Despite 
these fluctuations, the gain average in performance is a factor of 1.4 which is considered 
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Table 6.1: Comparing the Original MDGs Model Checking Results with the Reduced 





















































as a good result in the case of model checking approaches. 
6.3 The Assume-Guarantee Reduction Verification 
in MDG-HOL 
In this section, we present an algorithm to achieve the soundness of the assume-
guarantee reduction methodology. First, we present the assume-guarantee reduction 
methodology and how we generate a mathematical model in terms of DF from the 
design. Then, we provide the soundness verification of the methodology. Finally, 
we discuss the MDG-HOL assume guarantee technique for the ITC and LA-1 case 
studies. 
6.3.1 The Assume-Guarantee Reduction Methodology 
As shown in Figure 6.4, we generate from the behavioral design written in HDL 
language an abstract mathematical model in terms of DF. 
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From a set of properties written in CMDG-, we extract the representation of the 
properties in terms of DF and feed them with the design transition relation to the 
MDG-HOL platform. 
The reduction technique itself could be applied on the HDL description either 
using HOL or an external tool. However, the result of the reduction should be embed-
ded in HOL as DF or will be translated to MDG-HDL (the input language of MDGs 
tool). 
Then, the verification of the reduction soundness algorithm is applied using 
MDG operations and the rewriting engine of the HOL theorem prover. If the reduction 
is proved sound then the formal verification can be performed on the obtained reduced 
model. 
High Level Language 









1 Yes I ) No . „ 
Proved h———I Results I—-—^Counter-example 
Figure 6.4: Overview of the Reduction Methodology 
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6.3.2 Generat ion of D irec t ed Formulae 
From High Level Language 
When the model is too large, one may use abstraction to reduce the size of the model 
[24]. Some constraints are removed from the original model, making the model smaller 
(it has fewer constraints on the transitions). Therefore, if a property is true in the 
abstract model, then it must be true in the original model as well. Otherwise, a false 
negative is raised. In our case we use the MDGs since the data is represented in terms 
of abstract variables and the operations are represented in terms of uninterpreted 
function symbols. 
In this thesis, we concentrate on behavioral description written in MDG-HDL 
language. The authors in [25] were able to automatically generate a formal model 
from the design description. We were able to extract a DF model from the behavioral 
design (subset of VHDL or SystemC) based on some rules explained in [25, 58]. The 
following steps summarize partially the extraction method: 
1. First, we translate all simple assignment expressions (equations) to DF. The 
variable and expression propagation and algebraic simplification is done as: for 
any expression we need to propagate the variables and apply a simplification on 
them. The simplification includes Boolean algebraic where True and False can 
be removed. The example below explain this case: { a = b+l; 6 = 2* (6+1) 
2. In the second step, the set of sequential assignment is translated to a set of 
conjunct equations: eql: eq2: = > eq\ A eq2. 
3. In the third step, we handle if-then-else statement by the following steps: 
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(a) Variable and assignment expression: as described above. 
(b) Every statement written in the form x = if (condition, then-branch, elseJjranch) 
will be translated into a set of equalities of form: 
(condition A (x = thenJbranch))\J (-^condition f\(x = elseJbranch)), where 
the condition (cond) is of concrete type (has enumeration). 
4. In the fourth step, the uninterpreted functions are defined whenever it is nec-
essary. In this step, we translate any function between the operators in the 
right hand side of the equation to uninterpreted functions representation. For 
example, x' — x + 1 become x' — plus(x, 1). Also, for the bit vector and word 
level we expressed them as uninterpreted function symbols (abstraction). 
5. Finally, any other synthesizable statements and much more elements such as 
multiple clocks and unbounded integer are intended for system level modeling 
can be translated to if-then-else statements as presented in [25, 58]. 
Just as an example, consider a basic RAM element with two operations write 
and read (read one word or two words) defined at behavior level: 
Inputs:{reset, addA, addB, data, reg_one,write, read_one, output_enable} 
Outputs: {outputA, outputB} 
Registers: {reg[0].. . reg[n]} 
Writing Process 
if reset=l then 
reg[addA]=0 
reg[addB]=0 





if (write=0) and (read_one=l) and (output_enable=l) then 
(output A=reg [add A]) 




The transition relations for the write operation in terms of DF WriteSTrp,F is 
written as follows: 
[(reset = 1) A (reg[addA\ = 0) A (reg[addB\ = 0)] V 
[(reset = 0) A (write = 1)A 
(output-enable = 0) A (reg[addA\ = data)] 
and for the read operation Read-TrDF: 
[(write = 0) A (read.one = 1)A 
(output^enable = 1) A (outputA = reg[addA])\ \J 
[(write = 0) A (readjone = 0) A (output-enable = 1)A 
(outputA — reg[addA]) A (outputB = reg[addB])] 
The transition relation for the design is the conjunction of both transition rela-
tions of the read and the write operations, in DF that will be written as follows: 
RAM-TrDp = Read-TrDF A WriteSTruF 
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From the Properties 
In large systems where the design can be expressed as a conjunction of individual 
transition relations of the state variables, it consumes large memory and time to 
verify a property. If the property to be verified is only affected by a part of the system 
behavior, we can use the corresponding subset of the transition relations to verify the 
property. In order to enhance the reduction of the design prior to verification, we use 
the precondition in the property (antecedent) and express them in terms of DF. Note 
that the property is written in CMDG and in the form of [Ante —> Cons], where both 
Ante and Cons are directed formulae called antecedent and consequent. 
Lets back to our previous RAM example, if we want to verify a property 
about the writing operation of the memory then the property can be expressed as 
AG ((write = 1) = = > X(reg[addA] = data)) and its DF will be PMriteJint = 
(write = 1). This DF will be then used to reduce the RAMJTrDp. 













Figure 6.5: Overview of the Soundness-Verification Methodology 
As shown in Figure 6.5, we start with a specification of a circuit design written 
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in Hardware Description Language (MDG-HDL) and extract a mathematical model 
in terms of Directed Formulae (DFspec)- After applying the MDG-HOL reduction 
technique on the DF of the design, the reduced model is generated and expressed in 
terms of Directed Formulae {DFRedUCed)-
Then, both DFs should be fed to the MDG-HOL platform where the soundness 
verification is checked. If the reduction is proved sound then the formal verification 
can be performed on the obtained reduced model. 
The powerful of our methodology is that it can be used with any verification 
tool. All what we need is to translate in a sound manner both the model and its 
reduction in order to embed them thereafter as DFs in HOL and then prove that the 
reduced model is derived correctly using high order logic. 
Next, we present an algorithm to achieve the verification. In verification world, 
the design transition relation Tr should satisfy the specification. Intuitively, we want 
TV to be a specification-consistent (not spec-contradictory) for any input and state 
combinations. In fact, spec-consistency does not depend on any upper level specifi-
cation and one can, in some sense, view the transition relation at high level as the 
specification (facts can be mapped into mathematical statements within the spec-
ification). Thus, we can determine whether a design is a spec-consistent without 
having a reference specification[70]. The section requires that TV and {v^i}i<i<n,j/i 
are embedded in HOL as Directed Formulae. 
Definition 6.3.1 The spec-consistency 
We suppose that the specification can be written as a set of n properties {y?i}i<i<n-
The spec-consistency ofTr can be defined as: 
Vj, 1 < j < n, Tr j= {ipi}i<i<nj^i => Tr (= <pj 
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The Reduction-Soundness Algorithm 
In fact, any reduction can be considered as a partial spec. Thus, if the reduction 
technique is sound then the specification of the reduced system should be consistent 
with the original one. Then, in order to verify that TV satisfies <pj, we assume that 
TV satisfies all other properties {(pi}i<i<n,jj£i- In this context, the following definition 
describes the reduction soundness: 
Definition 6.3.2 The reduction soundness 
Let M and M' be a two ASM models. We say that M' is soundly reduced model: 
M' <M if and only if: 
• for any property P such that: M' \= P then P holds in the original model M: 
M\=P. 
Our algorithm not only verifies the soundness of the reduction but also can 
determine a minimum set of sound property clauses (equalities). The algorithm is 
operating on the reduced DFs. We need one DF for Tr of the spec or the design 
under verification (DFspec) and a set of DFs for each property clause (DFPi), where 
DFPi represents the antecedent of the property. As shown in Algorithm 8, lines 1 and 
2 store the initial DFs. The variables </> and </? denote the DF of the original spec 
and the DF of the property clause, respectively. Lines 3-10 repeatedly execute a loop 
n times, where n still represents the number of property clauses. Line 4 computes 
the reduction step (Section 4.1) by evaluating the conjunction operation and then 
applying the propagation of the property clause as rewriting rule. The soundness of 
the reduction step is tested in line 5 by using the prune by subsumption operation 
(PbyS). If (PbyS((pi, DFspec) = F) then the behavior of the reduced model is included 
in the original model and thus, the reduction property is guaranteed to be correct 
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as shown in line 6. Otherwise, this property is removed from the properties clauses 
which mean that the system is not reduced without influencing the behavior (over 
reduction). This property will not be used in the reduction process. The algorithm 
returns the guarantee clauses as shown in line 11. 
Algorithm 8 SouND_REDUCE_DF({Z?Fspec} , {DFPi}Q<i<n) 
(po = DFspec; 
<A) = { } ; 
for i = 1 to n do 
4>i = Reduce (4>0,DFPi); 
if (PbyS(cf>z, DFspec) = F) then 
ifi = ipi-1{JDFpi; 
else 
fi = <Pi-i\ 
end if 
end for 
Guarantee-P = ipi. 
The algorithm is correct since it returns a unique set for the same inputs. Also, 
the algorithm terminates because we have a finite number of clauses executed n times 
in the loop. 
Correctness of the Algorithm 
Two theorems are stated to prove the correctness of the algorithm. The first one de-
scribes the correctness proof of the MDG operations which represents a mathematical 
proof of consistency between the operation specification and its implementation in 
HOL as explained in Section 4.5. 
The second theorem regarding that the PbyS itself is a checking for the sound-
ness of the reduction technique; guarantees that the reduced model is included in the 
original model for the same property. This means if the property holds for both the 












<j>' (= P then (j>\=P. 
Theorem 6.3.1 Pbys checks the Reduction Soundness 
ASSUME: 
1. M and M' be a two ASM models: M' <M. 
2. DFspec and Reduced-DF be the respective transition relation in terms of well-
formed DF of M and M'. 
Then the reduction approach is sound if: 
PbyS(Reduced.DF, DFspec) = F 
PROOF: 
Since Reduc.ed.DF represents the transition relation of the model M' which should 
be included in M, the Reduced_DF formula cannot be a T or F (see definition 6.3.2). 
The only interesting case is when Reduced^DF is not T or F. By applying the 
definition of PbyS as shown in (4.4), the result R is derivable from ReducedJDF by 
pruning. Hence |= i? =» Reduced^DF. And, from (4.4), it follows tautologically that 
hReduced_DFA-,(3£)JDFD =» R. Thus we have 
|= (Reduced _DF A ^ (3E)DFD =*• R) A {R => Reduced J) F) 
which holds if and only if R is F, then it follows tautologically from (4.4) that f= 
Reduced-DF => (3E)DFn. We have thus proved the soundness the reduction. • 
The False Negative 
Our verification algorithm is not complete as it can provide false negative results. 
That means a correct reduction may not be proved to be sound. The situation can 
be compared to abstraction when data operations are viewed as black boxes, then 
the invariant is expected to hold for every interpretation. Hence, if the proof returns 
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failure, then there must be an interpretation that gives the expected error. However, 
in the concrete model this interpretation is not achievable. 
Definition 6.3.3 False Negative 
Let M and M' be a two ASM models and M' is a soundly reduced model: M' -< M. 
Then the false negative occurs when a property P dose not hold on M': P ¥ M' but 
holds in the original model M: M \= P. 
Thus, our method can prove that the reduction technique is soundly applied 
but cannot prove the opposite. This due to the over-approximation nature of our 
generalized algorithm. For some special cases, we can prove the absence of these false 
negative depending on the applied reduction technique. However, this proof may not 
be automatic and needs an intervention from an ATP expert. 
The RAM Example 
If we want to verify a property to read from the RAM, then the property will include 
(write = 0). Then by using the MDGs operations and rewriting engine of HOL, 
the transition relations of the write operations will be eliminated from the design 
DF. Also, the reset input is eliminated by expressing this as a property: activating it 
once then always remains deactivated since the interesting properties does not include 
reset. 
Lets have the following property to read one word from the memory then the 
property can be expressed as: AG((write = 0 & read_one = 1) = = > X(outputA = 
reg[addA})) and its antecedent will be P jread-one-ant = (write = 0)Ik (read-.one = 
1). In this case, the new reduced RAMSTrDp will be: 
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[(write = 0) A (readjone = 1)A 
(output.enable = 1) A (outputA = reg[addA])] 
Then by applying Algorithm 8, it is easy to prove that the resulted DF is 
included in the original DF design. Finally, the reduced DF with the property can 
be mapped to the model checker. Thus, an important reduction is gained on the 
resulting transition relation which improves the performance of the model checker in 
terms of memory and CPU time. 
On the other hand, if we have a case such that the resulted DF is not included in 
the original DF design, then this may be regarding an improper property or a problem 
in the design itself. For example, lets have a property expressed as AG ((write .one = 
0) = = > X(outputA = reg[addA})). In this case, the antecedent of the property will 
not reduce the original design since the design has not a variable write^one. Using 
Algorithm 8, the PbyS operation will give a result other than F. Then, this property 
will be removed from the property clauses under the condition that our specification 
is consistent. 
6.3.4 Case Studies 
We have verified the reduction of the assume-guarantee method with two circuits: the 
Look-Aside Interface and the Island Tunnel Controller in order to measure the perfor-
mance of our approach. The results were carried out on a Sun enterprize server with 
Solaris 5.7 OS and 6.0 GB memory (refer to [5] for more details on each application). 
Look-Aside Interface (LA-1) 
System Description 
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The LA-1 interface [29], developed by the Network Processor Forum (NPF), 
is a memory mapped interface based on Quad Data Rate (QDR) and Sigma RAM 
technologies (SRAM). It targets look-up-tables and memory-based coprocessors and 
emphasizes as much as possible on the use of the existing technology. The LA-1 spec-
ification aims to accommodate other devices as well, such as classifiers and encryption 
co-processors. The major features of the LA-1 interface include: 
• Concurrent read and write operation. 
• Separate unidirectional read and write data buses. 
• Single address bus. 
• 18-bit DDR data output bus transfers 32 bits plus 4 bits of even parity per read. 
• 18-bit DDR data input bus transfers 32 bits plus 4 bits of even parity per write. 
• Byte write control for writes. 
The LA-1 interface transfers data between an Network Processor Unit (NPU) 
and memory or coprocessors. Figure 6.6 shows the LA-1 interface bus signals. LA-1 
requires a master-clock pair. The master clocks (K and K#) are ideally 180 degrees 
out of phase with each other, and they are outputs for the host device and inputs 
for the slave device. A write cycle is initiated by asserting WRITE SEL (W#) low 
at rising edge of K (K clock). The address of the Write cycle is provided at the 
following edge of K (K# clock which 180 degrees out phase from clock K). A read 
cycle is initiated by asserting READ SEL (R#) low at rising edge of K (K clock) 
and the read address is presented on the same rising edge. There is also 2-bit active-
low byte-write inputs (BW#) and a 16-bit synchronous data inputs (D) plus 2-bit 
synchronous data even inputs (DP) for write operations. Similarly, it has a 16-bit 
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Byte Write Enable (BW#) [1:0] 
Data Output (DO) [15:0] 




Figure 6.6: Look-Aside Interface 
The MDG-HDL model for the LA-1 design is shown in Figure 6.7, where: 
• input signals: K, K#, W#, R#, DPO, DPI, BW0, BWl and pflag are of type 
bool, 
• input signals: D, A and CLTO are of abstract sort wordn, 
• output signals: me, bwe^mS, bwe-rn2, bwe-ml, bwe-m0, DPO0 and DPOl are 
of type bool, 
• output signals: d2m, add^r and DO are of abstract sort wordn, and 
• components: rnake^word, parity4, parityS, parity2, parity 1, msw and Isw are 
abstract function symbols. 
Note that an internal double frequency clock is used to generate the clock„2X 
and the control signal pflag is used to indicate the positive and negative edge of the 
clock. The function of makejword is to merge two input data into one output data. 
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Figure 6.7: Look-Aside Interface Design 
The function of parity^, parityS, parity2 and parityl is to compute the parity of the 
input data. The function of msw and Isw is to strip the most and least significant 
word from the input data, respectively. 
Verification In following, we describe our results on the verification of the LA-1 
Interface using the MDG-HOL based reduction technique over some properties. We 
describe four properties that we extracted and verified from the design specifications: 
• Property 1 (Write Port): by asserting W# low at the rising edge of K, the 
active-low memory enable signal me will be set to low at the next rising edge of 
K: 
AG( (pflag=l & W=0) ==> (XX (me=l)) ) ; 
P rope r ty 2(Write Port): by asserting W# low at the rising edge of K, if the 
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byte-write control inputs BW#1 and BW0# are set to low, the full da ta input 
D will be written at the same cycle and at the rising edge of K and K# and 
sent to the memory through dm (data to memory). This scenario is known to 
be the pass through mode of the Write Port: 
AG( ( p f l a g = l & W=0 & BW1=0 k BW0=0) ==> 
(LET (vl=D) IN 
(X (LET (v2=D) IN 
(X (dm = f m a k e _ w o r d ( v l , v 2 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ; 
• P r o p e r t y 3 (Read Port): by asserting R# low at the rising edge of K, the da t a 
from the memory d-.m will be sent through da ta even output DPO(l) after the 
next rising edge of K: 
AG( ( p f l a g = l & R=0)==> 
(XX (LET (vl=d_m) IN 
(XX (DP01=fpa r i t y2 (v l ) ) ) ) ) ) ; 
• P r o p e r t y 4 (Read Port): by asserting R# low at the rising edge of K, the da ta 
from the memory &_m will be sent through DO after the next rising edge of K: 
AG( ( p f l a g = l & R=0) ==> 
(XX (LET (vl=d_m) IN 
(X ( (D0=fmsw(vl)) 
& (X (DO = f l s w ( v l ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ; 
Table 6.2 compares the verification results of the original MDG model checking 
and the reduced one with soundness verification for four properties. The reduction 
t ime includes the verification of the reduction soundness. The CPU time is measured 
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Table 6.2: Comparing the Original MDGs Model Checking Results with the Reduced 














































in seconds and the memory is measured in MB. 
The first two properties are used to verify the write port while the last two 
properties are used to verify the read port. The best gain in performance is obtained 
with property P2 where the time is reduced by 48 times the original one and the 
memory is reduced by a factor of 24.8 times. The worst case is the property P3 where 
the time is reduced by 5 times the original one and the memory reduction is not 
profitable. We note that the reduction gain depends on the properties. Also, the read 
port circuit is bigger than the write port circuit and hence, the first two properties 
took much less time compared to the last two. 
Note that the soundness verification using the PbyS operation took less than 
7 seconds added to the average time. These differences show the sensitivity of the 
reduction technique to the property verified. Despite these fluctuations, the average 
of the gain in performance is a factor of 6.1 which is considered as a good result in 
the case of model checking approaches. 
Island Tunnel Controller (ITC) 
Verification 
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Table 6.3: Comparing the Original MDGs Model Checking Results with the Reduced 





















































In following, we describe our results on the verification of the ITC. We have 
specified and verified a number of properties on the ITC. In the following, we describe 
five samples for illustration purposes: 
• Property 1: The cars at the island entrance will enterally pass the tunnel. 
• Property 2: The green light of ILC must be off if there is a car exiting the 
tunnel. 
• Property 3: The island will eventually release the control right of the tunnel 
controller requests. 
• Property 4: The tunnel counter keeps the old value if ordered to increment 
and decrement at the same time. 
• Property 5: The green light of MLC must be on if there is no request to yield 
control of the tunnel and the number of cars on the island are less than n. 
Table 6.3 compares the verification results of the original MDG model checking 
and the reduced one with soundness verification for seven properties. We give the CPU 
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time measured in seconds and the memory measured in MB that are used in building 
the reduced machine and checking the property. The best gain in performance is 
obtained with property P2 where the time is reduced by 2175 times the original one 
and the memory is reduced by a factor of 220 times. The worst case is the property 
P3 where the reduction in time and memory is 5 times the original one. In the case of 
property P2 the assumptions includes two global signals that causes a huge reduction 
on the complete transition relation which really was much more efficient. For P3, 
it was only one local signal in the assumption of the property which results a small 
impact on the global transition relation. 
The soundness verification using the PbyS operation took less than 10 seconds 
added to the average time. The average of the gain in performance is a factor of 
4.5 which is considered as a good result in the case of model checking approaches. 
Still, we have verified for each case the soundness of the verification. Moreover, the 




Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Summary 
In this thesis, we have proposed a high level reachability approach using the MDG 
syntax and embedded operations using the HOL theorem prover. We have provided 
a link from the MDG graphs to formulae in high order logic using the Directed For-
mulae notations. Afterward, we have defined a tactic to check the satisfaction of 
the well-formedness conditions of these Directed Formulae. In order to follow the 
formal logic of HOL, the formalization of the Directed Formulae in [88] has been 
modified. Therefore, the modified DF formalization is more suitable for automatic 
reasoning and is helpful for avoiding potential infinite loops. Moreover, it ensures the 
termination when it should occur [6]. In fact, applying induction on DF, with these 
modifications, ameliorate the reasoning with the MDG structure in HOL. This is one 
of the contributions of our work. 
The formalization of MDG operations is built on top of our MDG syntax. In-
ternally, we have used a list representation for the DF that is more efficient for the 
embedding and for the correctness proofs. The verification was conducted using the 
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deep embedding approach, which ensures the consistency of our approach. Since we 
do everything in HOL, we expect higher security than other implementations in high 
level languages such as C. Also, the reachability analysis is performed using our plat-
form: we have shown how a fixpoint computation can be used to prove the existence 
of such a fixpoint, depending on the DF circuit structure. 
We have also presented some experimental results based on four benchmarks. 
From these experiments, combined with abstract sorts and uninterpreted functions, 
MDG-HOL platform provided a better performance than Formalcheck in terms of 
time, memory usage, number of nodes, and number of functions especially when the 
design is growing up. On the other hand, the human efforts are huge compared to 
the Formalcheck. The idea here is not to compete with the traditional model checkers 
but to show the performance of using our platform as well as the possibility of future 
integration. 
We have proposed a reduction technique for MDG model checking based on SAT 
and MDG-HOL integrated platform. Also, we have proposed a method to verify that 
the reduction techniques are applied soundly. The benefit of our approach is that it 
can be applied within any verification system to produce a sound reduced systems 
without major penalty over verification performance. The specification of the design 
described at system level language along with properties are used to verify the reduced 
model. The originality of our technique comes from combining an automatic technique 
(MDGs operations) and a non-automatic tool (HOL) to prove in High Order Logic 
that the reduced model is derived correctly in an automatic manner. 
We support our technique by experimental results executed on benchmark prop-
erties. The obtained performance in the case of SAT-MDG is acceptable as compared 
with commercial model checking tools. Even if bit-blasting tools can perform ten 
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times faster, our technique is safer as it provides proof that the results are derived 
correctly. In the case of assume guarantee in MDG-HOL, the reduction strategy was 
limited to the propagation of antecedents of the properties. The obtained results still 
satisfactory. 
In fact, our approach can be used to express more reduction techniques without 
any loss of generality, without loss of automatism, and more importantly, automatic 
soundness checking. 
7.2 Future Research Directions 
The work presented in this thesis is an important step, to define an algorithm for 
states exploration inside an inductive theorem prover; forward to tackle higher level 
of abstraction. Based on our previous work in this domain, we believe that the 
proceeding future work can be completed and expanded in the following manner: 
• MDG-HOL platform: 
1. Improving the performance of the MDG-HOL component by improving the 
existing code and adding standard optimizations. 
2. The work can be extended to implement a complete high level model check-
ing in HOL based on our infrastructure. Including the definition of each 
£-MDG [88] related algorithm as a tactic. The model checker will be a 
complete theory in HOL, but indeed more investigation and formalism is 
needed to this task. In this context, our reachability tactic can be used 
to make calls to our defined MDG algorithms, to check whether an LMDG 
property is valid. Here, we are not reducing the role of the proof expert, 
but we provide him with an automated tactics that reduces considerably 
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the time he spent. Also, the work can be seen as a formal proof for the 
MDG model checking approach; verifying a verification system using an-
other verification system. Also, building a parser to automatically extract 
the transition relation from HDL is another future step that we intend to 
do using ML. 
3. Performance is an important issue to convince industrial practitioners who 
are usually interested in absolute performance figures. As is evident from 
Chapters 5 and 6, much of current research is focused on enabling coop-
eration between various techniques. Though in theory we can implement 
any such technique in HOL, the absence of a general framework gives any 
implementation an ad hoc nature. All we have is a philosophy: do every-
thing fully-expansively for better assurance of soundness, closer integration 
and exploit the asymmetric cost of proof checking vs. proof search when-
ever possible for efficiency. Though, we have taken first steps, MDG-HOL 
framework that embodies this philosophy with an emphasis on combin-
ing technologies would be desirable. Whether or not this would be over-
engineering depends on the eventual domain of use. 
4. The approach of embedding MDG algorithms in a theorem prover carries 
a clear performance penalty. There are important issues about what kind 
of problems this approach is best suited to. There are also engineering 
issues about how to improve the performance without abandoning the fully-
expansive approach such as using the code generation of HOL to generate 
an ML code for the MDG-HOL platform and then embed the MDG model 
checking algorithm as a shallow embedding. This can be done by the 
invocation of emitML to generate an ML signature and structure files. And 
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finally, there is usage issue about just what is considered an acceptable 
penalty in a given situation. All these needed to be addressed at some 
point. 
• Reduct ion Techniques: 
1. Our approach can be easily generalized to any other verification tools such 
as commercial model checker (RuleBase) or SAT solvers. In this case, 
we need to build a parser to translate the reduced model to DF. Ideally, 
the reduction technique itself should be formalized in HOL on order to be 
verified with our method. 
2. One of the limitations of our approach is that we have a one way soundness 
proof (not bisimulation). Also the output of the reduction algorithm is a 
directed formula. Those limitations do not contradict the fact that we have 
better results as well as highlight some of the limitations to improve our 
approach. More work is needed to resolve those limitations. 
3. Future directions will concentrate on embedding more reduction techniques 
inside MDG-HOL platform. The most important, will be the embedding 
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The MDG-HOL Platform 
This appendix includes the formalization details and proofs of the MDG-HOL plat-
form (data structure + operations). It is used for illustrating purpose. The complete 
embedding of the MDG syntax is available in [4]. 
A.l The MDG Syntax 
The STRIPJ)ISJ_list function is used to extract each disjunct and store it in a list: 
\-def (STRIP_DISJ_list (DISJ a (C0NJ1 b ) ) = 
(STRIP_CONJ_list a ) : : STRIP_DISJ_list (C0NJ1 b) ) A 
(STRIP_DISJ_list (DISJ c d) = (STRIP_CONJ_list c) : : STRIP_DISJ_list (d)) A 
(STRIP_DISJ_list (C0NJ1 b) = [(STRIP_CONJ_list b ) ] ) 
And STRIP_CONJ_list function is used to extract both side of equations and store 
them in the inner sublist as shown below: 
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\-def (STRIP_CONJ_list (CONJ a (Eqn b) ) = 
(both_side_eq a) : : (STRIP_CONJ_list (Eqn b ) ) ) A 
(STRIP_CONJ_list (CONJ c (d)) = 
(both_side_eq c) : : STRIP_CONJ_list (d)) A 
(STRIP_CONJ_list (Eqn b) = [ both_side_eq b] ) 
\~def both_side_eq a = [ l e f t _eq a; r i g h t _ e q a] 
The lef t_eq and right_eq functions extract the LHS and RHS of an equation. 
Similarly, STRIP_Fun function is used to extract the arguments of abstract and cross 
functions and store them in a list as defined below: 
hdef (STRIP_Abst_Fun a = STRIP_Abst(FLAT(STRIP_DF_Abst a ) ) ) 
hrfe/ (STRIP_Cross_Fun a = STRIP_Cross(FLAT(STRIP_DF_Cross a ) ) ) 
hdcf (STRIP_Fun a = FLAT([(STRIP_Cross_Fun a) ; (STRIP_Abst_Fun a ) ] ) ) 
The STRIP I^NV_DF function is used to map a list of lists to a DF format and is 
defined as: 
Y~def (STRIP_INV_DF ( h l : : t l ) ( h 2 : : t 2 ) ( h 3 : : t 3 ) ( h4 : : t 4 ) = 
i f ( ( h l : : t l ) = [[["TRUE"]]]) then (TRUE) 
e l s e i f ( ( h l : : t l ) = [[["FALSE"]]]) then (FALSE) 
e l s e 
(DF1 (build_DISJ ( h l : : t l ) ( h2 : : t 2 ) ( h 3 : : t 3 ) ( h 4 : : t 4 ) ) ) ) A 
(STRIP_INV_DF ( h l : : t l ) ( h 2 : : t 2 ) [] ( h 4 : : t 4 ) = 
i f ( ( h l : : t l ) = [[["TRUE"]]]) then (TRUE) 
e l s e i f ( ( h l : : t l ) = [[["FALSE"]]]) then (FALSE) 
e l s e 
(DF1 (build_DISJ ( h l : : t l ) ( h2 : : t 2 ) [] ( h 4 : : t 4 ) ) ) ) A 
(STRIP_INV_DF ( h l : : t l ) [] [ [ [ ] ] ] (h4: : t4 ) = 
i f ( ( h l : : t l ) = [[["TRUE"]]]) then (TRUE) 
e l s e (FALSE)) 
where build_DISJ function is the inverse of the STRIP_DISJ_list function and used 
to build each disjunct from list as shown below: 
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\-def (build_DISJ ( h l : : t l ) (h2: : t2 ) ( h 3 : : t 3 ) (h4: : t4 ) = 
i f ( T L ( h l : : t l ) = []) then 
(C0NJ1 (build_CONJ h i h2 h3 h4)) 
e l s e 
((DISJ (build_CONJ h i h2 h3 h4)) ((build_DISJ t l t 2 t 3 t 4 ) ) ) ) A 
(build_DISJ ( h l : : t l ) (h2: : t2 ) [] ( h 4 : : t 4 ) = 
i f (TL(hl: : t l ) = []) then 
(C0NJ1 (build_CONJ h i h2 [] h4)) 
e l s e 
((DISJ (build_CONJ h i h2 [] h4)) ((build_DISJ t l t 2 [] t 4 ) ) ) ) 
Similarly, build_CONJ function is the inverse of the STRIP_CONJ_list function and 
used to build each conjunct from list format. Also, the build_eq function is used to 
build the equation from the list as defined below: 
\~def (build_eq [ vl;v2] [ al;a2] [] [ cl] = 
if (cl="EQUALl") then 
(EQUAL1 (Concrete_Variable vl al) (Individual_Constant v2 a2)) 
else if (cl="EQUAL4") then 
(EQUAL4 (Abstract_Variable vl al) (Abstract_Variable v2 a2)) 
else 
(EQUAL5 (Abstract_Variable vl al) (Generic_Constant v2 a2 ))) A 
(build_eq [ vl;v2] [ al;a2] [ bl;b2] [ cl] = 
if(cl="EQUAL2") then 
(EQUAL2 (Abstract_Variable vl al) (Abstract_Function v2 b2 a2)) 
else 
(EQUAL3 (Cross_Function vl b2 al) b2 (lndividual_Constant v2 a2))) 
The embedding of the well-formedness conditions can be defined straightforward 
by: 
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• The first condition is satisfied by construction following the Eqn type definition. 
• The second condition is embedded as: 
hdef (Condition2 [] = T) A 
(Condition2 ( h d : : t l ) = ALL_DISTINCT hd A Condit ion2 t l ) 
• The embedding of the third condition requires more work and needs an auxiliary 
function as shown below: 
\-def (Condition3 (hdl: : t l l ) [] = T) A 
(Condition3 [] ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) = T) A 
(Condit ions ( h d l : : t i l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) = 
Condition_3 hdl ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) A Condi t ions t i l ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) ) 
hdef (Condition_3 hdl [] = T) A 
(Condition_3 hdl ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) = IS_EL hdl hd2 A Condit ion_3 hdl t l 2 ) 
A.2 The Conjunction Operation 
In case of cross-function, SPLIT is used for substitution: 
hde/ (SPLIT _ [ ] = [ ] ) A 
(SPLIT [ ] _ = [ ] ) A 
(SPLIT (hdl::tll) (hd2::tl2)= 
if (IS_EL (HD(TL hdl)) (HD.list (hd2::tl2))) then 
if ( HD(TL hdl) = (HD hd2) ) then 
(HD hdl :: (TL hd2)) :: SPLIT til (hd2::tl2) 
else 
SPLIT (hdl: :tll) (tl2) 
else 
hdl :: SPLIT til (hd2::tl2)) 
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The position of RHS equation is specified by pos i t ion function to check the 
order: 
bdef ( P o s i [] x = 0) A 
(pos i ( h : : t ) x = i f h=x then (i+1) e l s e pos (i+1) t x) 
t~dc/ p o s i t i o n a l i s t = pos 0 a l i s t 
The logical conjunction HOL function: 
\-def Vdfl df2. C0NJ_L0GIC df l df2 = 
( if df 1 = TRUE then DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list df2) 
e l s e (if df2 = TRUE then DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list d f l ) 
e l s e (if d f l = FALSE then DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list d f l ) 
e l s e (if df2 = FALSE then DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list df2) 
e l s e 
DISJ.LIST (STRIP_DF_list d f l ) A DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list d f 2 ) ) ) ) ) 
where the DISJ.LIST function is used to convert the list to DNF format. Then, the 
conjunction correctness is shown below in Theorem A.2.1. 
Theorem A.2.1 Conjunction Correctness 
ASSUME: 
1. dfl and df'2 are well-formed DF. 
2. L is an order list equal to the union of dfl and dfl order lists. 
Then, the correctness criteria for the proof of conjunction algorithm is shown in the 
following equation: 
CONJ.ALG(dfl, d/2, L) = dfl A dfl. 
and is proved in HOL as: 
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I- Vdfl df2. 3L. Is_Well_Formed_DF dfl A 
Is_Well_Formed_DF df2 A (ORDER_LIST dfl df2 = L) = > 
(CONJ_LOGIC dfl df2 = DISJ_LIST (CONJ_ALG dfl df2 D ) 
PROOF SKETCH: By structural induction on dfl and df2 and rewriting rules. The 
goal is to prove the equivalence of MDG conjunction and HOL logical conjunction for 
these DF. This goal generates hundreds of subgoals since the proof takes all the cases 
of DF. The terminal cases when either dfl or df2 TRUE or FALSE are directly proved 
by applying the rewriting rule. Many base cases are generated, for example, the proof 
when both dfl and df2 are just an equation is shown by Lemma 1. • 
Theorems regarding the terminal cases of conjunction algorithm: 
lem_CONJ_TRUE_df2: h Vdf2. 3L. Is_Well_Formed_DF TRUE A 
Is_Well_Formed_DF df2 A (ORDER_LIST TRUE df2 = L) = > 
(C0NJ_L0GIC TRUE df2 L = DISJ.LIST (C0NJ_ALG TRUE df2 D ) 
lem_CONJ_FALSE_df2: h Vdf2. 3L. Is_Well_Formed_DF FALSE A 
Is_Well_Formed_DF df2 A (ORDER_LIST FALSE df2 = L) = > 
(CONJ_LOGIC FALSE df2 L = DISJ_LIST (C0NJ_ALG FALSE df2 L)) 
lem_CONJ_DFl_TRUE: I- VD. 3L. Is_Well_Formed_DF (DF1 D) A 
Is_Well_Formed_DF TRUE A (ORDER_LIST (DF1 D) TRUE = L) = > 
(C0NJ_L0GIC (DF1 D) TRUE L = DISJ_LIST (C0NJ_ALG (DF1 D) TRUE L)) 
lem_CONJ_DFl_FALSE: h VD. 3L. Is_Well_Formed_DF (DF1 D) A 
Is_Well_Formed_DF FALSE A (ORDER_LIST (DF1 D) FALSE = L) =*• 
(C0NJ_L0GIC (DF1 D) FALSE L=DISJ_LIST (C0NJ_ALG (DFl D) FALSE D ) 
Another base case representing the conjunction of two equations: 
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Lemma 1: C0NJ1 (Eqn a) C0NJ1 (Eqn b) h Va b. 3L. 
Is_Well_Formed_DF (DF1 (C0NJ1 (Eqn a))) A 
Is_Well_Formed_DF (DF1 (C0NJ1 (Eqn b))) A 
(ORDER_LIST (DF1 (C0NJ1 (Eqn a))) (DF1 (CONJ1 (Eqn b))) = L) ==> 
C0NJ_L0GIC (DFl (C0NJ1 (Eqn a))) (DFl (C0NJ1 (Eqn b))) L = 
DISJ_LIST C0NJ_ALG (DFl (C0NJ1 (Eqn a))) (DFl (C0NJ1 (Eqn b))) L) 
A.3 The RelP Operation 
The logical RelP function is embedded as shown below: 
\-dcf Vdfl df2 L. (RelP_LOGIC d f l df2 L = 
EXISTS_LIST L (C0NJ_L0GIC d f l df2) ) 
where EXISTS_LIST function is similar to EXIST_QUANT. Then, the RelP correctness is: 
Theorem A.3.1 Relational Product Correctness 
ASSUME: 
1. dfl and df2 are well-formed DF. 
2. LI is an order list equal to the union of dfl and df2 order lists. 
3. L2 is the primary variables of both dfl and df2. 
Then, the correctness criteria for the proof of RelP algorithm is shown in the following 
equation: 
if R = (EXISTS.QUANT (dfl A df2) L2) then : 
RelP_ALG(dfl,df2:L) = R. 
and is proved in HOL as: 
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h Vdfl df2. 3L1. 3L2. 
(ls_Well_Formed_DF dfl) A (ls_Well_Formed_DF df2) A 
(ORDER_LIST dfl df2=Ll) A (IS_PRIMARY_VAR_LIST L2 dfl df2) ==> 
((RelP_LOGIC dfldf2 LI L2) = DISJ_LIST(RelP_ALG dfl df2 LI L2)) 
PROOF SKETCH: By structural induction on dfl and rf/2 and rewriting rules. The 
MDG RelP of dfl and d/2, and the HOL logical (EXISTS,QUANT (dfl A df2)L2), 
are equivalent. D 
A.4 The Disjunction Operation 
The logical definition for the disjunction algorithm is specified by DISJ_LOGIC func-
tion: 
h d e / Vdfl df2 L. DISJ_LOGIC d f l df2 L = 
( if d f l = TRUE then DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list d f l ) 
e l s e ( i f df2 = TRUE then DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list df2) 
e l s e ( i f d f l = FALSE then DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list df2) 
e l s e ( i f df2 = FALSE then DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list d f l ) 
e l s e (if FLAT (STRIP_ABS_DF d f l ) = 
FLAT (STRIP_ABS_DF df2) then 
DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list dfl) V DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list df2) 
else F))))) 
The disjunction correctness is: 
Theorem A.4.1 Disjunction Correctness 
ASSUME: 
1. dfl and rf/2 are well-formed DF. 
2. L is an order list equal to the union of dfl and dfl order lists. 
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Then, the correctness criteria for the proof of disjunction algorithm is shown in the 
following equation: 
DISJ-ALG(dfl,df2, L) = dfl V d/2. 
and is proved in HOL as: 
h Vdfl df2. 3L. Is_Well_Formed_DF d f l A 
Is_Well_Formed_DF df2 A (ORDER_LIST d f l df2 = L) = > 
(DISJ_LOGIC d f l df2 = DISJ_LIST (DISJ_ALG df l df2 D ) 
PROOF SKETCH: By structural induction on dfl and d/2 and rewriting rules. The 
MDG disjunction of dfl and dfl, and the HOL logical disjunction of dfl and df2, are 
equivalent. D 
A.5 The PbyS Operation 
The DF_PbyS2 function checks the existence of the first equation of dfl in df2. If it 
exists then the function will discard it (subsumed by df2). Otherwise the equation is 
added to the result (cannot be subsumed). 
hdef (PbyS_2 [] ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) _ _ = [ ] ) A 
(PbyS_2 ( h d l : : t l l ) [] _ _ = (hdl : : t l l ) ) A 
(PbyS_2 ( h d l : : t l l ) ( h d 2 : : t l 2 ) L4 ( h d 5 : : t l 5 ) = 
i f ((PbyS_3 ( h d l : : t l l ) hd2 L4 hd5) = []) then 
[] 
e l s e 
PbyS_2 ( h d l : : t l l ) t l 2 L4 t l 5 
DF_PbyS3 function is similar to DF_PbyS2 function and defined as: 
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hdef (PbyS_3 [] (hd2::tl2) _ _ = [ ] ) A 
(PbyS_3 (hdl:: til) [] _ _ = (hdl:: til)) A 
(PbyS_3 (hdl::tll) (hd2::tl2) L4 (hd5::tl5) = 
if (IS_EL hdl (hd2::tl2)) then 
PbyS_3 til (hd2::tl2) L4 (hd5::tl5) 
else if (IS_EL (HD hdl) (HD_list (hd2::tl2))) then 
if (IS_EL (HD hdl) (hd5::tl5)) then 





The logical pruning by subsumption function is embedded as shown below: 
l-def Vdfl df2. PbyS_LOGIC dfl df2 = 
if (dfl = TRUE) then [[["FALSE"]]] 
else if (df2 = TRUE) then [[["FALSE"]]] 
else if (dfl = FALSE) then DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list dfl) 
else if (df2 = FALSE) then (STRIP_DF_list dfl) 
else if (IS_EL LI L2) then 
F 
else 
DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list dfl) A 
DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list df2) 
To prove the correctness of PbyS operation, we need to verify Theorem A.5.1. 
Theorem A.5.1 Pruning by Subsumption Correctness 
ASSUME: 
1. dfl and df2 are well-formed DF. 
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2. L is an order list equal to the union of dfl and df2 order lists. 
Then, the correctness criteria for the proof of PbyS algorithm is shown in the following: 
if PI = PbyS.ALG(dfl,df2, L) and P2 = {EX I ST-QUANT df2 L2) 
then : DISJ.ALG(P1, P2, L) = dfl V P2. 
and is proved in HOL as: 
h Vdfl df2 . 3L1. 3L2. Is_Well_Formed_DF df1 A 
Is_Well_Formed_DF df2 A (ORDER_LIST d f l df2 = LI) = > 
((DISJ_LIST (STRIP_DF_list d f l ) V 
DISJ_LIST(EXISTS_LIST(STRIP_DF_list df2) L2)) = 
(DISJ_LIST (PbyS_ALG df l df2 LI) V 
DISJ_LIST(EXIST_QUANT(STRIP_DF_list df2) L2))) 
PROOF SKETCH: By structural induction on dfl and df2 and rewriting rules. The 
MDG disjunction of PbyS-ALG {dfl, df 2, L) and {EXIST.QUANTdf2L2), is equiv-
alent to the HOL disjunction of dfl and {EXISTS.QUANTdf2L2). • 
The PbyS operation is used to check whether a set of states is a subset of another 
set of states as shown in Lemma 2. Let dfl, df2 be two DFs of type U —> V, then we 
say that dfl and df2 are equivalent DFs if PbyS(df l ,df2,L) = PbyS (df-2, df 1,L). 
Lemma 2: Equivalence h Vdfl df2. 3L. Is_Well_Formed_DF dfl A 
Is_Well_Formed_DF df2 A (ORDER_LIST dfl df2 = L) A 
(DISJ_LIST(PbyS_ALG dfl df2 L) = DISJ_LIST(PbyS_ALG df2 dfl D ) 
==> (dfl = df2) 
A.6 The Reachability Analysis 
The MDG reachability analysis Re_An is defined in HOL by calling RA_n with the 
circuit parameters: 
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\~def (Re_An n I Q Tr E Ren L R= 
RA_n n (STRIP_DF_list I ) (STRIP_Fun I ) (STRIP_DF_list Q) 
(STRIP_Fun Q) (STRIP_DF_list Tr) 
(STRIP_Fun Tr) (HD_l_abs(STRIP_DF_l_abs_list Tr) ) 
E Ren L (rep_list(STRIP_DF_list R)) 
(STRIP_Fun R) (HD_l_abs(STRIP_DF_l_abs_list R)) ) 
where the variables (v=I I_F Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A In Ren L R R_F R_A) are extracted 
from the initialization step (algorithm inputs). 
The predicate RA_n n representing the set of states reachable in n or fewer steps 
is then defined recursively by: 
Hde/ (RA_n (0) I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A = R) A 
(RA_n (SUC n) I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A = 
(Reach_Step I I_F 
(Front ie r_Step I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L 
(RA_n n I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A) R_F R_A) 
Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L 
(RA_n n I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A) R_F R_A ) ) 
Then, to compute the set of reachable states we need to compute RA_n 0 v, RA_n 1 
v, RA_n 2 v etc. Note that the computation of RA_n (n+1) v needs the computation 
of RAJI n v. 
The Reach_Step computes the next reachable state by applying successively 
Union_Step which calls Next_State and Frontier-Step: 
h-def (Reach_Step I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A = 
if (FLAT (Frontier_Step I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A) = []) then 
R 
else 
DF_DISJUNCTION (Union_Step I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A) 
(Frontier_Step I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A) L) 
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The Next_State computes the set of next states by using the RelP operator: 
hdef (Next_State I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L = 
Rename (EXIST_QUANT (rep_list (TAKE_HD (DF_CONJ 
I (rep_list (TAKE_HD (DF_CONJ Q Tr (union Q_F Tr_F) L))) 
(union (union I_F Q_F) Tr_F) L))) E) Ren) 
The renaming substitution and the set of inputs and state variables over the resulting 
DF are quantified (the NextJState function). 
The FrontierJStep is used to check if all the states reachable by the machine 
are already visited. The implementation uses the PbyS operator: 
\-def (Front ie r_Step I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A = 
DF_PbyS (Next_State X X_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L) R 
(union Tr_F R_F) Tr_A R_A L) 
Finally, UnionJStep merges the output of Frontier_Step with the set of states 
reached previously using the PbyS and disjunction operators: 
\-def (Union_Step I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A = 
rep_list(DF_PbyS R 
(Front ie r_Step I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A E Ren L R R_F R_A) 
(union Tr_F R_F) Tr_A R_A L)) 
For some particular n, say n=nO, eventually, Re_An terminates if we reach a 
fbcpoint characterized by an empty frontier set : 
RA_n (n+1) I I_F Q Q_F Tr Tr_F Tr_A In Ren L R R_F R_A = 
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